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How to Use This Document

The Purpose of this Document

Coeur d’Alene School District Board policy 2100 states, “a written, sequential curriculum shall be
developed for each course and subject area in order to ensure an equitable education for the
District’s students. It shall also address content and program area performance standards and
District education goals, and shall be constructed to include such parts of education as content,
skills, and thinking.” Further, Board policy states, “Instructional personnel are required to teach the
District’s curriculum. In the implementation of the curricula, teachers shall utilize appropriate
instructional methodologies and materials necessary to meet a wide variety of student needs.”
Additionally, the curriculum will be regularly evaluated for efficiency, effectiveness, and equity.

The purpose of this curriculum document is to provide guidance for teachers and administrators for
delivering high-quality learning for the District’s students.  It is a living document that will change
over time in response to trends in student learning, as demonstrated through varied assessments,
and new understandings in course content. Changes made to the document will follow a cycle of
design and reflection as explained in the Curriculum Management Plan.

The District relies on the work of Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe in defining curriculum as “the
specific blueprint for learning that is derived from desired results, as defined by content and
performance standards” (2008).  A resource or textbook is not a curriculum. Rather, curriculum
should specify the experiences, instruction, assignments, and assessments students will need to
achieve the desired results. Desired results can be defined as what students should be able to
know, do, and understand as a result of their learning. In addition, curriculum should serve to both
focus on what is essential in student learning and to connect learning within and across content,
grade levels and schools. Curriculum should be standards-based, and provide a clear, valid and
measurable set of standards and objectives aligned to local, state and national curriculum
standards.
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Philosophy of Curriculum

In the Coeur d’Alene School District, curriculum design teams strive to design a
curriculum that is authentic, purposeful, equitable, clear, focused on student empowerment,
and part of an ongoing cycle of improvement.

Curriculum must be focused on student empowerment.
Curriculum should provide a roadmap for teachers to build learning experiences that

lead to student empowerment. As George Couros writes in the Innovator’s Mindset,
“Engagement is more about what you can do for your students. Empowerment is about helping
students to figure out what they can do for themselves.” Curriculum and curricular resources
should provide teachers the tools they need to design learning experiences that empower
students to pursue their futures.

To achieve this goal, curriculum should be undergirded by the “PEAK” principles
described by Ted Dintersmith in What School Could Be. PEAK principles address designing for
student empowerment through the thoughtful considerations of purpose, essentials, agency
and knowledge. These are described below:

“Purpose--students attack challenges they know to be important, that make their
world better.
Essentials--students acquire the skill sets and mind-sets needed in an increasingly
innovative world.
Agency--students own their learning, becoming self-directed, intrinsically motivated
adults.
Knowledge--What students learn is deep and retained, enabling them to create, to
make, and to teach others” (Dintersmith, 2018, p. xvi).

Curriculum design must be informed by these principles, understanding that “content covered
is not content retained” (Dintersmith, 2018, p. 63). Therefore, curriculum designers must write
curriculum using a feasible number of standards and objectives that guide the teacher in
focusing instruction on the essential knowledge and skills students need to master. Focused
curriculum affords students the time to dive into deep learning rather than skim surface
content.

Curriculum must be authentic.
Curriculum must be grounded in current research in the field of study and steeped in

the practices of cognitive apprenticeship. Curriculum must demand students think as
mathematicians, observe and hypothesize as scientists, write as authors, read as researchers,
and create as artists and engineers. Dintersmith writes, “It’s important to distinguish between
teaching someone a subject and helping them learn to think like an expert in the field” (2018,
p. 70). Relevant, rich, and rigorous curriculum apprentices students in authentic practices.

Further, curriculum design must focus on developing authentic application of the
District’s Portrait of a Graduate and 21st Century skills: creativity and innovation, critical
thinking and problem solving, communication, collaboration, character and content knowledge.
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To do so, the District promotes the Partnership for 21st Century Learning’s six guiding
recommendations for 21st Century Curricula:

1. Develop Curricula for Understanding: Ensure that curricula are designed to
produce deep understanding and authentic application of 21st Century skills.
This by definition will enable the development of 21st Century skills; curricula
should include models for appropriate learning activities that accomplish 21st
Century skills outcomes.

2. Unpack the Standards to Articulate Essential Concepts and Skills: Use curricula
to articulate the essential understandings and 21st Century skills contained
within the standards. Ensure all curricula materials (curriculum guides, model
units) clearly identify the big ideas and 21st Century skills as the goals for
learning.

3. Build Widespread Consensus Around the Big Ideas and Essential Questions:
Involve educators and stakeholders at all levels to ensure the big ideas,
essential questions and enduring understandings— particularly those that
emphasize 21st Century skills—are supported and understood.

4. Use Curriculum-Embedded, Performance-Based Assessments: Design and
implement curriculum-embedded, performance-based assessments that are
integrated and aligned with the state accountability system.

5. Commit to Continuous Improvement in 21st Century Curriculum Design
Processes: Commit to an ongoing process of reflecting upon and revising
curricula with the purpose of improving the teaching and learning of 21st
Century skills over time.

6. Collaborate: Educators should initiate meaningful partnerships with key
stakeholders, content developers and curriculum providers to ensure a wide
range of instructional products are designed to produce 21st Century skills
outcomes (Hanover, 2017).

While pieces of these guiding recommendations are considered in more detail through other
District documents, including the Instructional Framework, the Assessment Plan, the Equity
Framework, and the Professional Development Plan, it is important to note these guiding
recommendations, as embodied in these various documents, work in coordination with and
alignment with one another.

Curriculum must be purposeful.
To apply these guiding recommendations, the District uses the work of Jay McTigh and

Grant Wiggins in Understanding by Design, who advocate for creating curriculum beginning
with the end (or desired results) in mind. Designing curriculum with the end in mind ensures
curriculum is purposeful and avoids two problems that can plague ineffective curricular
practices: the first is using a textbook as the curriculum rather than a resource; the second is
assuming engaging activities without a clear purpose lead to deep learning. In the first
scenario, deep learning is often sacrificed to coverage of content. In the second scenario, there
is often excitement and fun without any intentional learning attached. By beginning with the
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end in mind and planning backward, curriculum designers are better able to align deep and
engaging instruction with purpose and intention.

Curriculum must be equitable.
Curriculum must be designed to provide equitable outcomes for all students. This

requires maintaining high expectations and rigor for all while also providing the flexibility to
meet individual student needs. To maintain this balance, the District has identified those
curriculum components that are tightly held, or non-negotiable across the district, and those
curriculum components that are loosely held, or decided upon at the building or classroom
level. These are discussed in more detail below.

In addition to balancing high expectations with the flexibility to meet individual student
needs, designing for equity requires horizontal coordination and vertical alignment. Horizontal
coordination occurs when student learning and outcomes in one course mirror student learning
and outcomes in that same course across a school or district. For example, a student taking
Integrated Math 1 from a specific teacher at Lake City High School would be expected to have
the same learning and outcomes as a student taking Integrated Math 1 from a different teacher
at Coeur d’Alene High School. When the curriculum is horizontally coordinated, students
should receive the same outcomes regardless of teacher or school (Hanover 2015).

Attending vertical alignment also helps address issues of equity by eliminating gaps or
redundancies in student learning across grade levels or courses and by allowing students to
access future learning experiences. Curriculum is vertically aligned when learning in one
lesson, course, or grade level prepares students for the next lesson, course, or grade level.
Curriculum must be purposefully sequenced to enable students to advance in fields of study.
When the curriculum is vertically aligned, students are prepared to tackle progressive courses
and grade levels (Hanover 2015).

In addition to vertical alignment, it is important to address alignment of curriculum,
instruction, and assessment. Using Fenwick English’s “doctrine of no surprises”, students
should not be held accountable on assessments for knowledge and skills they have not been
taught (2002, p. 55). Taken a step further, curriculum should be aligned to state standards in
order to allow students to perform well on state assessments and achievement tests. Research
supports this. “Numerous studies confirm that students receiving a curriculum aligned with
achievement  tests and state standards outperform their counterparts who do not receive the
same level  of instruction” (Hanover 2013). For students to perform well on multiple measures
of achievement, curriculum alignment to instruction and assessment is vital.

Equitable curriculum must also be regularly revised based on analysis of student
performance data broken down by subgroups. When student performance data demonstrate
students within different demographics are not performing as well as their peers, it is
important to review the curriculum to ensure it is reinforcing equitable practices for all
students.

Curriculum must be clear
Mike Schmoker wrote, “clarity precedes competence” (2004, p. 85). In order for teachers to be
able to competently use the curriculum, the curriculum itself must be clear. Therefore,
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curriculum should--at a minimum--be user friendly, and by Board Procedure 2100 P, it must
contain the following components:

● State and national standards.
● Connections within the curriculum to the District’s Portrait of a Graduate.
● Objectives that specify what, when and how the actual standard is performed, and the

amount of time to be spent learning.
● Assessment evidence that states the skills, knowledge, and concepts to be assessed as

well as the alignment between objectives and district and/or state performance
assessments.

● Specific, documented prerequisites or descriptions of discrete skills or concepts required
prior to the learning.

● A delineation of primary instructional resources to be used, supplementary materials or
instructional resources to be used, and a statement of the “match” between the basic
text or instructional resources and the curriculum objectives.

● Specific examples for approaching key concepts or skills in the classroom.
● Opportunities for differentiation, re-teaching, and extensions.

Additional components recommended for inclusion in the course pacing guide are:
● Philosophical principles underlying the course content.
● Enduring understanding or big ideas present in the learning.
● Essential questions that will provoke thinking, understanding, and transfer of learning.
● Opportunities for student self-assessment and reflection.
● Explanations of common misconceptions in student learning.
● A pacing calendar and course overview.
● Explanations of alignment to learning in future courses.
● Tips for success in managing potential student struggling points as well as classroom

management tips for the learning experiences.
● Evidence-based best practices for technology integration.
● Academic vocabulary
● Embedded thinking strategies that promote metacognition, as described by Keene and

Zimmerman in Mosaic of Thought (1997).

Curriculum development must be ongoing.
Curriculum documents should be living documents that receive regular attention and

revision based on student data and performance. Again, the District borrows heavily from the
principles of backward design described by McTighe and Wiggins in Understanding by Design
(2008).

Stage 1—Identify Desired Results and Objectives: In this stage, curriculum designers
specify what students should be able to know, understand and do as a result of the
learning. Desired results should be worthy of student time and effort. Desired results
should be rigorous, be enduring, and be transferable. They should focus on the most
essential skills and content, and be aligned to state standards. Desired results can be
rewritten as user-friendly objectives, which should be specific in terms of content,
context, and cognitive type. In this stage, designers also consider vertical alignment and
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spiraling. Key questions at this stage include: How will students be able to transfer
their learning?  What enduring understandings are desired? What essential questions
will be explored in-depth and provide focus for all learning? How do the PEAK
principles live in the desired results? How do the desired results embody or lead to
student empowerment? How is the District’s Portrait of a Graduate and 21st Century
learning reflected in the desired results?

Stage 2—Determine Assessment Evidence: In this stage, curriculum designers work
within the assessment framework to develop assessments that provide acceptable
evidence of the desired results identified in stage 1. It is critical to pay attention to
alignment between desired results and assessment in this stage. Key questions for
curriculum designers to consider include: How will educators know if students have
achieved the desired results? What is acceptable evidence of student understanding
and their ability to use (transfer) their learning in new situations? How will student
performance be evaluated in fair and consistent ways? How can assessments be made
more authentic? How do experts in the field demonstrate their mastery? How do the
assessments promote PEAK principles?

Stage 3—Chunk Learning into Units and Sequence Learning: In this stage, curriculum
designers consider how to best chunk and sequence learning to allow for deep learning
experiences that promote 21st Century skills and concepts. Key questions for
curriculum designers to consider include: How will we support learners as they come to
understand important ideas and processes? How will we plan for the student agency
and for students to transfer their learning? What knowledge and skills will students
need to perform effectively to achieve desired results? What suggested activities,
sequence, and resources will best help teachers in planning their instruction? What
types of experiences provide for equitable, authentic learning? What activities do
experts in the field engage in to learn? What current research should inform teacher
practice?

Stage 4--Finalize the curriculum in user-friendly guides and communicate with
appropriate stakeholders: In this stage, curriculum designers strive for clear
communication to all stakeholders through the finalization of the curriculum through
user-friendly guides, Board approval of the curriculum, and professional development
for teachers in the use of the curriculum. Key questions for curriculum designers at this
stage include: How clear are the expectations for the use of the curriculum? Would
inexperienced as well as experienced teachers find the curriculum guides helpful? Have
all stakeholders been included in the dissemination of the documents? What training in
the use of curriculum or resources would be most helpful?

Stage 5--Analyze and revise curriculum based on student performance data. In this
stage, curriculum designers use multiple measures of performance, including
quantitative and qualitative data, to determine the effectiveness of the curriculum.
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Based on this analysis, curriculum designers revise the curriculum for coherence and
effectiveness. Key questions for designers in this stage to consider include: What story
is the data telling us about how our students performed in this course? What
subgroups or populations performed higher or lower in this course in comparison to
their peers? Where does the data suggest there are gaps in learning? Where did
students perform particularly well? In what ways did students become more
empowered to pursue their futures as a result of this curriculum? Based on this
information, how can designers strengthen the curriculum?

Through the thoughtful design of curriculum that is authentic, purposeful, equitable, clear,
ongoing, and focused on student empowerment, the Coeur d’Alene School District aligns with
its mission to provide each student powerful learning in every subject, at every age, and in
every learning environment and to ensure that each student achieves at high levels, regardless
of individual differences, gender, ethnicity, language, ability, socio-economic status, or
experiences of trauma.

Tightly and Loosely Held Curriculum Components

As explained in Board Procedure 2100P, to successfully manage the necessary tension between
upholding standards for students while maintaining the flexibility to reach each student’s unique
needs, it is important to identify which curriculum components will be tightly held, or
non-negotiable decisions made at the District level, and which curriculum components will be
loosely held, or managed at the classroom or building level. Those components that are tightly
held, or non-negotiable, require Board approval to revise and amend. Those components that are
loosely held, or school-based components, do not require Board approval to revise. The following
chart clarifies these components:

Locus of Control Curriculum Component Explanation

System-Wide
Decisions,
Tightly Held and
Non- Negotiable

Vision, Mission, and Goals Core beliefs

Standards National and state standards, priority standards,
outcomes, student expectations, and objectives.

Instructional Model Student-Centered, equitable, engaging instruction that
employs concepts of purpose, essential skills, agency
and knowledge.

Aligned Primary Resources Textbooks and district resources.

Curriculum Guides Year-at-a-glance and semester scope of curriculum,
unit targets and success criteria, assessments, and
progress monitoring tools (some formative).

Formal Assessment National and state assessment, criterion-referenced
assessments, summative, diagnostic and benchmark
assessments.
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School-Based
Decisions, Loosely
Held and Flexible

Lesson Planning Daily and weekly lesson plans developed from
curriculum guides, which can integrate relevant and
timely topics and events. Teachers should have the
autonomy, flexibility and responsibility to meet student
needs.

Instructional Delivery Instructional strategies and innovative approaches that
fit within the instructional model.

Aligned Supplementary
Resources

Supplemental resources and materials that enhance the
coherence of the total curriculum without supplanting
the major instructional resources.

Response to Student Needs Differentiation, collaborative grouping, programming,
enrichment, remediation, monitoring and feedback.

Instructional Evaluation Additional formative assessments to inform
instructional decisions.

Document Organization:

This document is organized from a broader overview with the Year-at-a-Glance and moves
toward more specific information about the units within the course. Appendices are provided to
add clarity and examples to aid both teachers and administrators in implementing the
curriculum.
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Young Living: Curriculum Overview

Mission Statement
Through the study of Family and Consumer Science’s Young Living, we strive to ensure our students
make meaningful contributions to our communities by developing the skills to lead better lives,
build strong families, and to be work and career ready.

Program Purpose and Goals
The purpose of this course is to meet the unique needs of middle school students through
self-discovery and personal growth by providing an overview of Family and Consumer Sciences
(FACS) curriculum.  The students will develop knowledge and skills in the area of

● Personal development,
● Careers,
● Family relationships,
● Personal finances, and
● Food and wellness.

FACS provides a unique opportunity to expand their knowledge of the subject through FCCLA
(Family, Career, and Community Leaders of America) in leadership opportunities.This course will use
the National Family and Consumer Science Standards. The lessons provided help students to
understand the “why” and transfer it to their home life and future plans.

Additionally, this course will provide a foundation for all areas of the District’s Portrait of a
Graduate. Students will be able to take a lesson and apply it to their life immediately. The students
will be given a vast amount of hands-on learning experiences to support their thinking and
understanding, as well as, enhancing credibility from outside sources like Eat Smart, District Office,
STCU credit unit, etc. Technology is an important tool, but it is only to be used as a building block to
the curriculum and not the foundation of the curriculum.

Program Characteristics
Teacher Dispositions and Student Outcomes

Teacher Dispositions Student Outcomes

The desired budget should be acquired before
offering the course as well as resources
provided from the school’s budget.
This course was made under the assumption

Students will be able to apply their classroom
knowledge to real world situations.
Understanding wants vs. needs for budgeting,
how to read a recipe and follow food safety
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that students will have access to a
chromebook or school computer.

guidelines. Students will gain knowledge on how
to use resources appropriately and how it’s
applicable to their daily lives.

The teacher should rely heavily on District
resources, Idaho CTE Family & Consumer
Sciences Curriculum (Young Living) and
implementing workshop model and the
Danielson Framework.

Observers will notice students will take
ownership in their learning through their
hands-on projects, as well as acknowledge and
contribute their ideas. Observers will also see
that students are engaged and participating in
the lesson.

Teachers will base this course off the
district's workshop model and implement
project-based learning. Part of the
curriculum will be stem-focused and follows
the Idaho CTE Family and Consumer
Sciences Young Living Curriculum.

Student outcomes will include speaking and
communicating in the unit's vocabulary while
collaborating with each other, showcasing their
ideas, and in their reflection.

The teacher is constantly creating
opportunities for students to engage with
the content that has meaning beyond the
classroom through: goal setting in Power of
One, reading recipes and cooking, Sewing,
Careers, Finance, and Personal Development.

Teachers should encourage creativity and
that learning life-skills is fun. As well as
making each lesson life-worthy and relevant
to develop immediate transferable skills.

Students will replicate these life skills that they
learned in class to their unique home setting
without it being assigned. For example, students
researched a recipe and prepared it at home.

Teachers will provide opportunities for
students to collaborate with the opening of
the new unit with overarching essential
questions.

Students will demonstrate their ability to reflect
and answer on the unit's essential questions. An
observer will be able to find students
demonstrating curiosity by investigating the
content.

Teachers create a class environment where
the students are empowered by clear
classroom objectives and routines. For
example, students come in with a charged
chromebook for a bellringer or participate in
interactive slides.

An observer will see that students are
comfortable in their environment to
independently gather materials, share their
ideas, and their willingness to collaborate on
final products through clear expectations.
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Resources that will be most helpful for
teachers to draw upon in this course are as
follows…

Shelly Johnson, U of I Extension- Nutrition
Unit.

Dani Gray- CDA School District College and
Career Coordinator

STCU Bank-Maren Maier - Finance Unit

FCCLA  ( FCCLAinc.org )- Power of One

Idaho CTE Curriculum resources

Life Skills Textbooks

The teacher shall post the essential
questions for each unit and review with the
class- so they begin to have understanding
of the class objectives.

The evidence would be in reflections and notes
for the observer to see students are able to
articulate their own understanding. Students
will use the correct unit vocabulary that is used
to create the essential questions and objectives
when collaborating.

The teachers can begin their classes with the
essential questions, bell work, exit ticket,
and KWL charts. This helps to provide a
structure for discussion and reasoning.

Providing them with the FCCLA Power of One
projects students will be given the opportunity
to make the connection from the classroom to
their life at home. Students will expand their
learning to real world connections using
discussion of learning topics with small groups
and class collaboration.

The teacher will provide the units vocabulary
words to give understanding to the subject
matter.

Students will be using the correct vocabulary
words for their reflection and discussions.

Teachers may gather evidence of learners’
understanding before, during, and after a unit
of study through pre-tests and post-tests.

Students will refer back to essential questions
to ensure understanding of content knowledge.

Teachers will provide an essential framework
for each unit and use scaffolding when
necessary. Do not assume students share
societal norms.

The units will build on each other throughout
the course; therefore, students will continue to
use the essential vocabulary and content
knowledge throughout.
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Environment

To secure a positive classroom environment, build a classroom community by getting to know
students' names, hobbies, etc through introductional games in the beginning of the course. Create
buy-in by using positive reinforcement. Create a close-knit, caring environment in the classroom by
taking an interest in the students' backgrounds and interests.

Scaffold instruction to limit distractions and teach students to self-regulate themselves through
lessons. Classroom culture is established right in the beginning of the course and reinforced
throughout the school year by showing respect and acceptance to each student and between peers.

Set up the classroom to be user friendly and to have the necessary visual aids needed for the
students. Use visual aids that help teachers connect with their students by showing what the
teacher values to enhance an acceptable learning environment. Display finalized student projects as
a way to celebrate student learning and successes. Enhance peer to peer support and celebration to
get them excited about each unit.

To engage learners, students can have flexible seating, anchor charts, and gallery walks. Classroom
set up should allow for easy walkways and enhance student collaboration by providing the
opportunity for creativity with their projects and showcase their successes in the contents.

Each individual should have their own sewing box/container as well as a place to put their projects.
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Year-at-a-Glance

Year-at-a-Glance
Course/Subject Exploratory Family and

Consumer Science
Code Course Code

Prerequisite
Courses (if
applicable)

No prerequisite courses Grade Level 6-8

Days of
Instruction

Unit Concept, Theme, or
Big Idea

Assessments Notes

10 days Personal Development -Power of One: Intro
and “A Better You”
-Goal Setting and
Decision making
-”7 Habits of Highly
Effective Teens” by Sean
Covey reflection pages
-”No More Baths”-movie

-Here is the folder for all of the
resources needed for Unit 1.
-Start the unit with the Power of
One to set up their SMART Goals
using the SMART Goal Tracker.
-I highly recommend reading “7
Habits of Highly Effective Teens”
before starting this unit to assist
in scaffolding techniques. It will
also build onto the next unit.

9-10 days Relationships in the Family
and Community

-FCCLA Family Project
-FCCLA Power of One
SMART Goals

-Here is the folder for all the
resources needed for Unit 2.
-Start off the unit with “Power of
One” - “Family Ties” unit
-Inform and allow parents to be
involved in the Family Project as
well as the SMART Goal
-Create an alternative or modified
assignment for families and
students who are uncomfortable
sharing information about their
family.

7 ½ - 10
days

Money Management -Vision boards
-Everfi

-Here is the folder for all the
resources needed for Unit 3.
-The vision board should be
based on their wants and needs
for their future selves.
-Everfi is an online course that
goes in depth on how to save,
how to create a budget,
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opportunity costs, and the use of
credit. There is a demo version
that allows teachers to work
through the course before
assigning the course to students.

17-19 days Careers -Generating Career
Board Games
-FCCLA Planning
Process-”Working on
Working”
-SMART Goal Tracker

-Here are the unit resources for
this entire unit.
-Invite Dani Gray, the district's
College and Career Coordinator.
Use Xello to assist in the board
game project.

7-8 days Hand Sewing -Hand Sewing Sampler
-Felt Monster

-Here is the unit folder that has
all the resources needed.
-Supplies needed: felt, needles,
scissors, embroidery floss, ball
point pins, polyester stuffing,
buttons, and storage containers.

13-16 days Nutrition and Food Prep -U of I Extension -
Shelly Johnson
-Alternative handouts
provided by FCCLA
Student Body Program

-Here is the Unit Folder with the
University of Idaho extension
program resources
-Here are the resources for the
Alternative nutrition handouts
and lessons by FCCLA Student
Body Program
-Implement Shelly Johnson with
the University of Idaho extension
program.
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Scope and Sequence

Grade Level:  6-8          Course or Content Area: Exploratory Family and Consumer Science

Priority Objectives Supporting Objectives

UNIT 1
Personal
Development

● Understand the difference between
self-esteem and self concept.

● Identify one’s personal values.
● Understanding the importance of goal

setting.

Module 1: Assess their personality and how that
pertains to values and decision making.

Module 2: Address their values and identify
where we obtain our values.

Module 3: Students will generate a SMART goal
using the FCCLA Planning Process.

UNIT 2
Relationships
in the Family

● Understand different kinds of family
structures.

● Explore the roles of family members
and how they interact and support each
other.

● Identify effective communication within
their family unit (“I” messages).

● Reflect on their habits and how they
can become a better family member
and citizen.

● Identify what they value about their
family by creating a presentation.

Module 1: Generate a SMART goal using FCCLA
Planning process that pertains to communication in
the family unit and in daily life.

Module 2: Improve their role in their family unit.

Module 3: Conclude their SMART goal and reflect
on how to revise their goal using the SMART Goal
Tracker.

UNIT 3
Finance

● Apply the decision making process to
manage resources.

● Examine money management skills.
● Explore the importance of making wise

consumer choices.
● Identify the difference between a want

and a need.

Module 1: Develop a working vocabulary for the
finance unit.

Module 2: Use correct financing vocabulary and
demonstrate proper usage throughout Everfi.

Module 3: Use key language that they have
learned throughout the financing unit.

Unit 4:
Careers

● Identify reasons why people work.
● Examine career and college options

utilizing Xello.
● Explain why it is important to consider

skills, interests, and lifestyle before
choosing a career.

Module 1: Practice communicating and
working as a team. Generate clear and easy
instructions that their peers will be able to
follow and execute.

Module 2: Understand the etiquette for
applying for a job.

Module 3: Refer to their SMART Goal Trackers
and create a presentation off one of their
SMART Goals after learning how to generate a
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SMART goal.

UNIT 5
Hand Sewing

● Demonstrate their mastery of the four
basic hand sewing stitches and buttons
by creating a hand sewing sampler.

● Create a felt monster by applying their
previous knowledge on the four basic
hand sewing stitches and sewing a 2
hole/4 hole button.

Module 1: Demonstrate their understanding of
hand sewing by using the proper hand sewing
equipment and techniques.

Module 2: Demonstrate their understanding of
hand sewing by using the proper hand sewing
equipment and techniques.

UNIT 6
Explore
Nutrition and
food and
preparation
skills

● Explore healthy food choices and
nutrition.

● Examine factors that affect kitchen
sanitation and safety.

● Demonstrate the proper use of kitchen
tools and equipment.

● How to read a standard recipe and
prepare healthy snacks.

Module 1:
Students will learn about proper safety and
sanitation in the kitchen.
They will learn what causes food borne illness
and how to prevent it.

Module 2:
Students will learn the name and functions of
basic kitchen tools that they use to prepare
food.
Students will learn to read a standard recipe
and prepare healthy snacks.
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Unit 1: Personal Development
Unit Concept, Theme or Big Idea: This unit will focus on how we see ourselves and how this affects our values,
decisions, and goals. This will allow the students to realize the importance of knowing who they are and having a reachable goal.

Enduring Understandings:
Students will understand themselves as individuals and as learners. Students will learn where their values come from. They will learn how their
values will affect their decisions and their goals. They will assess how to make and track their own goals that are created by what they value
and believe.

Essential Questions:
How do your values affect your short, medium, and long-term goals?
Can your values determine how you make decisions?
Where do your values come from?
What are we centered on and how does it affect our values?
Do values provide us our foundation for decisions?

Pre-Assessment:
Students will be assessed by pre-test, written reflection question, KWL chart, or discussion led questions:
-What is a Value?
-What is a Goal?
-Why are goals important to have? How does this affect the decisions we make?
-What do we value and how does this guide us?
-What is in our control vs out of control and how does this affect our goals?

Priority Objectives:
SWBAT describe the development tasks of an adolescence -
Physical, social, emotional, intellectual and moral development.
Compare self-concepts and self-esteem.
List the four types of resources that can help the students reach
their goals.
Explain why setting goals is an important task in life.

Unit Assessment / Performance Task:
Students will be able to generate SMART goals through
the Power of One, by following the FCCLA planning
process.

Standards Tie-In:
Essential Standards: Human Development 12.0 Analyze factors that influence human growth & development.

Supporting Standards:
12.1 Analyze principles of human growth and development across the lifespan.
12.1.1 Analyze physical, emotional, social, spiritual and intellectual development.
12.1.2 Analyze interrationalship aspects of human growth and development.
12.2 Analyze conditions that influence human growth and development.
12.2.4 Analyze the effects of life events on individuals’ physical, intellectual, social, moral and emotional development.

Key Concepts:
Explain why goal setting is important and why character and values are important. Describe the importance of personal responsibility. Identify
the factors that influence decisions. List the steps of the decision-making process.

Teacher Notes:
What we value and our beliefs play a major role in our daily decisions. Our beliefs on how we see ourselves and how we interact with others
will affect our future and our everyday lives. We lay this foundation of self-concept in this unit and tie it into how our families are the basis of
our beliefs. This major idea will evolve into their first SMART goal in Power of One that they create that will pertain to personal development.

Anchor Activity: Their anchor activity will be what they value and how that structures their goals, as well as, reviewing short, medium,
and long-term goals.

Link to District’s Portrait of a Graduate:
This unit focuses mostly on Character from the portrait of a graduate. They will learn about self esteem, self-worth, and self-concept. This
enforces how they think about themselves and learn to love themselves. Students will demonstrate this by reflecting and revising their SMART
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Goals they create as well as through the other activities implemented in the unit.

Time Suggestion:
With 50-55 minute class periods that meet every day, this unit will take approximately 10 days.

Module 1:

The personality of each person is unique.

2 days

Key Module Information:
Start off by going over expectations of the class as well as building a classroom community. Then dive into this module and start with the
personality test to give the students a baseline of how they behave, interact, and more.  It will tie into what they value which will lead to how
they make decisions and what’s important to them. Part of this module, you will go over the introduction of the Power of One, which is a
National FCCLA program. The introduction goes over the steps on how to create a SMART Goal using the FCCLA Planning Process.

Use this folder for all the material that is needed for this unit. The Power of One program description, lesson plans, and worksheets are all
included here as well as specified in each lesson module.

Power of One project:
At the start of each unit the students will create a SMART Goal after going through the Power of One slides that is realistic and pertains to the
unit topic after the Introduction Power of One lesson.
Throughout the units address how they are tracking it, their progress, how it’s helping them in life, etc. (Can be put as bell ringers- A SMART
Goal tracker will be implemented).
Once we get through the units, they will pick a goal that went well and present it: what went well, what did they struggle with, etc. Used as a
self-reflection piece.

Portrait of a Graduate: Critical thinking and Character

Prerequisite skills, schema or background:
Students should  know what their basic values are and where they come from.

Alignment to future learning:
How we see ourselves may influence what we value and what we believe which in turn will affect our goals and decisions (practiced in Module
3). The next unit will open discussion on how family may influence our values.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT assess their personality and how that
pertains to values and decision making.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Assessment can be discussion based. Bellringers can be used to assist in vocabulary
and formatively assess the students. After each unit of Power of One, they will create a
SMART goal associated with that unit. At the end of each unit, re-evaluate their
SMART goal and see if they accomplished their goal and address any difficulties they
had through their own reflection.

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT learn new vocabulary and practice using
these proper terms.

Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Self-esteem - confidence in one’s own worth and abilities; respecting oneself
Self-worth - a sense of one’s value as a human being
Self-compassion - responding to yourself as you would a friend or loved one
Self-confidence - the feeling of being sure of yourself and your abilities
Body image - how we view our own body by our own mental image.
Confidence - the belief that one can rely on someone, something, or ourselves based on trust
Personality - characteristics and qualities that an individual holds that makes them who they are
Traits - distinguishing characteristics of a person
Value - a person’s principles or beliefs; standards that one upholds

Example: honesty, integrity, dependability, responsibility, trustworthiness, equality, self-control, etc. (Types of values resource)

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessment

# days
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s

Personality Test
● To approach this lesson, go through the slides first to go

over the personality types before they take the personality
test (provided in resources). By doing the personality test
before-hand, it is showing them who they are on paper. You
can have a discussion of whether or not they agree with
their results. This activity will take a whole 50-55 minute
class period, since there’s reading involved.

● Students will take a personality test to understand better
who they are, how this affects them as learners, etc. As
they read through their personality, what career choices fit
their personality type, they will record these results on the
worksheet (provided in the assessment column).

● For differentiation, you could allow students to fill out the
worksheet online through Kami.

● This assignment is student centered because most of the
answers that will be received are going to be the opinion
of the students.

● Since this activity is based on them, they will have to draw
on their background knowledge on who they are and how
they act. If they know themselves well they may be able to
synthesize and notice patterns in their behavior. As they
move along in the activity they will have to monitor for
meaning using the note catcher and worksheet.. They will
analyze what it means to have a particular personality,
strengths and weaknesses, typical behavior, what career
matches best with them, etc.

● Students will need a chromebook or computer for this
activity and go to the link provided in the “resources”
column.

● What makes this lesson life-worthy is by acknowledging
that everyone has a different personality and is very unique.
By knowing who we are, we can then find out how we
communicate with people. This can help us when we are
working with others for work, school, sports, etc.

-Personality Test website
https://www.16personalities
.com/free-personality-test
Directions: Once entered the
website, there’s a button at
the top right corner that says
“Take Test.” You do  not
need to create a log in to
take the test. Then scroll
down and fill out the
questions.

-Slides

-Note catcher for slides

Personality Test
results. Formative
Assessment: write
their results on the
activity worksheet

-Worksheet

1 day

Introduction to the Power of One

● After taking the personality test, introduce the Power of
One (ppt). The Power of One is a FCCLA National Program,
and they have the opportunity to submit their projects and
they get a certificate (deadline March 1st to submit). Both
the introduction and all unit  lessons, for Power of One, will
take a day. At the end of both of these lessons will be a
SMART Goal that they create. DO NOT do this portion until
Module 3 when there is a lesson on how to create a SMART
Goal.

● Follow the lesson plan stated on the following page
numbers in the “materials” column. Complete the note
catcher for the assignment.

● This lesson includes a group activity, students can work
individually if needed. Note catcher can be typed if desired
by the student.

● This activity is student-centered in the aspect that they can
work with their peers. It allows them to understand the
steps on how to make a goal and will assist them in making
the Power of One project.

● Embedded thinking strategies:  In the Power of One slides,
there are a lot of discussion pieces (ask questions). They
will then infer what they already know to answer those
questions and learn how it pertains to this topic. Lastly, they

-Power of One Introduction
https://fcclainc.org/search?se
arch=power+of+one

-Power of One Slides

-For the introduction of
Power of One, they
will have a note
catcher and activity
based on what the
program is vs what it is
not.
Pages 76-88 Lesson
plan and worksheets

1 day
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will determine importance by how this is going to shape
them and how this will affect them in and outside of school.

● Students may need chromebooks if they choose to do the
lesson online. *Assignment can be integrated into
Schoology.

Sample Module Assessment:
Note catcher for personality slides
Personality test worksheet
Lesson plan and worksheets for Power of One introduction lesson.

Module 2: Knowing our values and beliefs helps us drive our decisions and goals. 4 days

Key Module Information:
-”7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens” by Sean Covey: “Personal Bank Account”(pg 34), “Paradigms and Principles” (pg 11-28), “Be Proactive” (pg
47).
Online copy of the book is provided in the shared drive, as well as, here.
-There are a couple of ways to go about this module. You could read the book as a class and self-reflect from each chapter, or go through the
presentations highlighting the key points in the chapters, and then do the self reflection piece. There’s videos on youtube that go through the
habits that can be implemented if desired.

Portrait of a Graduate:
Character, Communication, and Critical Thinking.

Prerequisite skills, schema or background:
Students will be able to identify a want vs a need and the differences between short, medium, and long-term goals.

Alignment to future learning:
If we are aware of how we operate, it will assist who we are as learners and how we approach situations and opportunities.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT evaluates their goals and aligns them with
what is important to them.
SWBAT assess themselves and their choices,
understand what they center on, and create a value
inventory.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Self-reflection pieces from each chapter included in this module, of “7 Habits…” by Sean
Covey.
Students will be able to identify their values and how their values will drive their
decisions and goals in life.
Students will be able to set goals using SMART and using the FCCLA Planning Process.

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT addresses their values and identifies where
we obtain our values.

Academic and Content Vocabulary:

Paradigm - a way something is viewed or a belief (7 Habits)
Reflection - serious thought or consideration
Values-

SMART goals
S - specific
M- measurable
A- achievable / action steps
R- relevant
T- time frame

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessments

# days
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“Paradigms and Principles”

● Read this section of the “7 Habits…” as a class. You could
stop intermittently to highlight key points. You could also
record yourself reading and create your own audiobook.
OR
Use the slides that go with the book instead of reading
the book. Implement PearDeck to make the slides
interactive.

● Once done with the chapter, there is a self-reflection page
provided.

● Allow for self-reflection. They can either type it or write
on paper.

● Students will be answering based on their opinion and
beliefs.

● Monitor for meaning using PearDeck questions for
discussion.

● Google Slides / PearDeck / Chromebooks if students want
to do the assignment using Google Docs.

● Our goals and decisions are based on what we value and
what we center our lives on. Understanding our values
will assist us in creating meaningful goals.

“7 Habits of Highly Effective
Teens” by Sean Covey-
“Paradigms and principles”
pages 11-28

Online copy: pages 15-38

-Slides

-Overview of “7 Habits…”

Self-reflection handout
created by Jake Ashby
and Mr. Anthony in the
San Diego School
District

1 day

Power of One: Unit 1 - A Better You
● Follow the lesson plan provided for the Power of One:

Unit 1: A Better You.
● Handprint activity that is implemented in the slides.

Students will create their first SMART goal that they will
need to track for a short period of time (up to the end of
the unit ~5-7 days)

● Students can trace their hand or free hand it for the
activity. Activity is based on their opinions and reflections.

● Students will assess how they think they are perceived
and how that affects their daily lives through decisions
and goals.

● Students will draw on their own background knowledge
on what they value, self-esteem, and their self-concept.
Students will ask themselves how they think they are
viewed.

● Slides and activity can be uploaded to Schoology.
● This lesson is focused on personal development. Students

will understand the concept of first impressions.

Power of One website
https://fcclainc.org/search?se
arch=power+of+one

-Slides for Unit 1 Power of
One (A Better You)

-Lesson Plan

-SMART Goal Tracker
Template

Handprint activity 1 day

“Personal Bank Account”
● Input the videos provided into the lesson, preferably in the

beginning. Create slides that highlight the key points of
the chapter enough to fill out the self-reflection handout.
OR
Use the interactive slides using PearDeck (videos are
linked in presentation already)

● Once done with the chapter, there is a self-reflection page
provided for the students.

● For differentiation, either read the book or utilize the
slides using PearDeck to an interactive lesson. Allow for
self-reflection. They can either type it or write on paper.

● Students can use their own opinions and beliefs to
answer the reflection page.

● Monitor for meaning using PearDeck questions for
discussion. Draw on background knowledge of what they
learned during the Handprint activity.

● Google Slides, PearDeck / online copy of book if needed

-”7 Habits of Highly
Effective Teens” by Sean
Covey - Personal Bank
Account page 34-46

Online copy: pages 40-52

Slides

Self-compassion:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=BTQP7XzDxjI
Video of the love letter
activity:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=ojUrs28LeGM&t=2s
Know your worth video:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=yBrRpb8aLwk&t=1s
Perception:
https://www.youtube.com/w

Create love letter to
yourself (Video of
activity implemented in
slides)

Self-reflection handout
created by Jake Ashby
and Mr. Anthony is the
San Diego School
District

1 day
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atch?v=litXW91UauE

Be Proactive
● Read this section of the “7 Habits…” as a class. You could

stop intermittently to highlight key points. You could also
record yourself reading and create your own audiobook if
you find this easier.
OR
Use the interactive slides using PearDeck

● Once done with the chapter, there is a self-reflection page
provided for the students.

● Read the book, or use the slides that go along with the
book. You can make it discussion based or make the slides
interactive by using Pear Deck. You can have the self
reflection piece be something written or as they
participate in the discussion/PearDeck

● Students can answer the reflection handout by using their
own opinions based on what they learned in the lesson.

● Monitor for meaning using PearDeck questions for
discussion.

● Google Slides, PearDeck/ some recording tool if you used
audiobook / online copy of book if needed

● Students will recognize how their reactions may influence
possible outcomes.

-”7 Habits of Highly
Effective Teens” by Sean
Covey- “Be proactive” pages
47-70
-online copy pages 55-75

-Google Slides

Self-reflection handout
created by Jake Ashby
and Mr. Anthony at the
San Diego School
District

1 day

Sample Module Assessment:
Online copy of “7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens” by Sean Covey
Overview of the pages and chapters of the book
Paradigms and Principles self-reflection page
Be Proactive self-reflection page
Personal Bank Account self-reflection page
SMART Goal Tracker Template

Module 3: Generating a Personal Mission Statement and how it correlates with SMART goals. 4 days

Key Module Information:
-”7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens” by Sean Covey will be used in this module.
-Demonstrate what  Circle of Control means and how that would affect our goals and our decisions. Tie this topic into how to deal with stress.
-End unit with a movie called “No More Baths” on youtube. Great movie that ties into values and transitions well into our next unit about
Relationships in the Community and Family.

Portrait of a Graduate:
Critical Thinking, Creativity, and Character.

Prerequisite skills, schema or background:
What SMART stands for when creating a goal as well as the difference between short, medium, and long-term goals. Understanding our
values and how that drives our decisions and goals.

Alignment to future learning:
Students will need to create SMART goals and be able to assess their progress through self-regulation.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT generates SMART goals and utilizes the
SMART Goal Tracker and reflects on their progress.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Students will create a short term goal using the SMART Goal Tracker and reflect on
their progress.

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT creates a SMART Goal.

Academic and Content Vocabulary:
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Mission Statement - a personal motto that they create based on their values and beliefs they live by.
Priority - Habit 3: Put First Things First
Short, medium, and long-term goals - different time lengths of each goal.
Tracker - a way to regulate their progress in the goals that they generate.

SMART Goals
S- specific
M- measurable
A- achievable / action steps
R-relevant
T- time frame

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessments

# days

Begin With The End in Mind
● Read this section of the “7 Habits…” as a class. You could

stop intermittently to highlight key points. You could also
record yourself reading and create your own audiobook if
you find this easier.
OR
Use the interactive slides using PearDeck

● Once done with the chapter, there is a self-reflection page
provided for the students.

● Read the book, or create slides that go along with the
book. You can make it discussion based or make the slides
interactive by using Pear Deck. You can have the self
reflection piece be something written or as they
participate in the

● Students will create a Mission Statement that pertains to
their values.

● Monitor for meaning using PearDeck questions for
discussion.

● Google slides will be used and if students would like to
type their answers, they may need Chromebooks.

● This lesson will tie into when they create goals. It’s easier
to create a goal when they think about what they want
the end to look like, and then take steps to reach it.

-Online copy of “7 Habits of
Highly Effective Teens” by
Sean Covey  pages 78-107

-Google Slides

Create Mission
Statement created by
Jake Ashby and Mr.
Anthony at the San
Diego School District

1 days

Put First Things First

● Read this section of the “7 Habits…” as a class. You could
stop intermittently to highlight key points. You could also
record yourself reading and create your own audiobook if
you find this easier.
OR
Use the interactive slides using PearDeck

● Once done with the chapter, there is a self-reflection page
provided for the students.

● Read the book, or create slides that go along with the
book. You can make it discussion based or make the slides
interactive by using Pear Deck. You can have the self
reflection piece be something written or as they
participate in the Pear Deck.

● Students will reflect on how to prioritize.
● Monitor for meaning using PearDeck questions for

discussion.
● Google slides will be used and if students would like to

type their answers, they may need Chromebooks.
● Knowing how to prioritize is a great skill to use between

relationships and with technical things that encounter us
throughout life.

Online copy of “7 Habits of
Highly Effective Teens” by
Sean Covey pages 110-131

-Google Slides

Self reflection handout
created by Jake Ashby
and Mr. Anthony at the
San Diego School
District

1 day
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“No More Baths”
● This movie really captures how values and what’s

important to us can affect our decisions and our goals.
Lead with why we are watching the movie to get them
thinking how the movie relates to the unit.

● Utilize the questions and character charts that go along
with the movie that they will need to answer.

● Captions can be added to the video to assist all students.
● Students will get to see in action how cause and effect

can influence our decisions based on values.
● Students will infer what each main character in the movie

values are and determine how their decision will affect
the plot.

● For technology integration, the link to the movie and the
reflection can be uploaded to Schoology.

● Students can see how their values and their decisions can
affect themselves and the community.

“No More Baths” the movie
via YouTube:
https://youtu.be/2Dds8zRCH
Sc

-Questions that go
along with the movie.

-Alternatively, here is a
chart for students to
identify values of the
characters of their
choosing for movie
discussion and
self-reflection.

-Debrief how this ties
into values and how
they showed it in the
movie.

2 days

Sample Module Assessment:
Mission Statement handout for “Begin with the End in Mind”
Online Copy of “7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens” By Sean Covey
Self-reflection handout for “Put First Things First”
Questions and Chart to follow along with “No More Baths” the movie

Unit Plans:

Relationships in Family and Community
Unit Concept, Theme or Big Idea: Families come in many types, and each family unit provides for
our basic needs, our emotional needs, and our moral values.

Enduring Understandings:
Family relationships are the foundation to our society. Students need to understand how important the family unit is in the structure of our
society fostering our values and our cultural norms.

Essential Questions:
Are families important?
How are families the foundation within our society?
What is a family and what unique types do they come in?
Why are families important for our personal growth and development?
Why do we need families to help structure society?

Pre-Assessment: Students will define what a family is.

Priority Objectives:
SWBAT identifies types of families. SWBAT acknowledges the
functions of a family. SWBAT identifies how families can improve
their communication and relationships.

Unit Assessment / Performance Task:
SMART Goal
FCCLA Family Project “Family Ties”

Standards Tie-In:
Essential Standards:
National Standards for Family and Consumer Sciences Education 6.0 Family- Evaluate the significance of family and its effects on the well-being
of individuals and society.
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Supporting Standards:
6.1 Analyze the effects of the family as a system on individuals and society.
6.1.1 Analyze family as the basic unit of society.
6.1.5 Analyze the role of family in developing independence, interdependence and commitment of family members.
6.1.7 Analyze the ways family and consumer sciences careers  the work of the family.
6.2 Evaluate the effects of diverse perspectives, needs and characteristics of the individual and families.
6.2.2 Analyze the effects of social and cultural diversity on individuals and families.
6.2.4 Demonstrate respect for diversity and sensitivity to anti-bias, gender, equite, age, culture and ethnicity.
7.0 Synthesize knowledge, skills, and practices required for careers in family & community services.
7.1 Analyze career paths within family and community services.
7.1.1 Explain the roles and functions of individuals engaged in family and community services careers.
7.5 Evaluate services for individuals and families with a variety of disadvantaged conditions.
7.5.4 Summarize the importance of friends, family and community relationships for an individual with a variety of disadvantaged conditions.
7.5.7 Demonstrate verbal and non-verbal communication skills that support individuals and families with a variety of disadvantaging conditions

Key Concepts:
Evaluate the significance of the family and its effects on the well-being of individuals and society.

Teacher Notes: Understanding the family unit and how important it is to the individual and in society. Integrate self-worth by celebrating
who they are based on their unique family. Tie in how family is important and helps build our identity. A key consideration to take into account in
this unit is that not everyone has the best homelife, so creating some alternative assignments that are still along the same baseline may be
beneficial. The students will create a family project in this unit to celebrate their families.

Anchor Activity:
Unit 2-”Family Ties” of FCCLA Power of One. Readdress their goals at the end of the unit and debrief successes.

Link to District’s Portrait of a Graduate: Creativity, Collaboration, Communication, and Character will all be incorporated within
their Family Project and their SMART Goals.

Time Suggestion:
9-10 days for 55 minute class periods that meet daily.

Module 1: Basic Communication Skills 2 days

Key Module Information:
-Unit 2 curriculum folder resources for the entire unit provided here.
-Define communication as a class.
-Build on their schema of basic communication with Unit 2 of the Power of One Family Ties.
-Send a note out to parents a week before starting the project so they are aware that their family will be included in this project. Put together
an alternative project for families who are uncomfortable with sharing information about their family. The project can be one of the following:
Family booklet, family scrapbook/collage, video, Google Slide/PowerPoint.
-Implement “7 Habits” - “Relationship Bank Account” (pg 129-134) “Seek first to understand, then to be understood” (starts on pg 173)

Portrait of a Graduate: Collaboration, Creativity, Communication, and Character

Prerequisite skills, schema or background:
Students will identify their family unit and the role they play in their life.

Alignment to future learning: This module will support the idea of becoming a better communicator, which is a necessary skill to
have when in a family unit.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT generates a SMART goal that pertains to
communication in the family unit and in daily life.
SWBAT generates a Power of One - “Family Ties”
project.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Students will be assessed by their SMART goal that they create that goes with the
FCCLA Power of One-”Family Ties”project.   At the end of the unit, the students will
address their goals and reflect on them using the SMART Goal Tracker.
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Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT will identify effective communication
within their family unit (“I” messages).

Academic and Content Vocabulary:
pyraFamily Structure:
-Nuclear Family - two parents with at least one child (either biological or adopted)
-Step Family - also called a blended family; two single parents that have a child then split and marry into another family
-Grandparent Family - instead of the parents raising the child/ren the grandparents do
-Childless Family - two people/partners that do not have children
-Single Parent Family - One parent taking care of one or more children
-Extended Family - including: aunts, uncles, grandparents, etc that live with the immediate family
-Foster Family - a family that takes care of a child/ren temporarily

Functions of the Family-
What families provide for individuals in the family unit.
-Physical needs - family helps provide food, shelter, and clothing.
-Stability - is incorporated into our emotional needs and to provide consistency.
-Moral needs - is what we value, our traditions, beliefs, etc.
-Emotional - when you share thoughts and feelings; good listeners, and are there when needed.
-Educational needs - when families are included in their child/ren education and enhance a safe learning environment.

Abraham Maslow - an American psychologist that theorized what it is people need
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs - amid that Maslow created to help identify the needs of people

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessment
s

# days

Power of One: Unit 2 - “Family Ties”
● Follow the Powerpoint and lesson plans for Unit 2 in the

Power of One program. Activity included in the lesson
plans.

● Follow the backwards communication activity to start off
the presentation. At the end of the presentation, have the
students create a short-term SMART goal that pertains to
the unit.

● For differentiation, allow students to pick their partners
for the backwards communication activity. The SMART
Goal can either be typed or written. Follow the SMART
Goal Tracker resource.

● This lesson is student centered because it is about where
they come from outside of the classroom.

● Students will infer and determine the importance of how
effective communication will be beneficial in a family unit.

● Slides and SMART Goal Tracker may be uploaded to
Schoology.

Power of One website
https://fcclainc.org/search?se
arch=power+of+one

-Slides

-Lesson Plan

Materials:
Blank piece of paper
Writing utensil

SMART Goal Tracker
template

Backwards
communication activity

Creating a SMART
Goal using the SMART
Goal Tracker that
corresponds to family/
relationships/ or
communication

1 day

Family Structures
● First go over the types of family structures there are that

are incorporated in the Slides. Give the students time to
reflect on what type of family structure they might have.

● After going through the slides based on Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs, allow time for students to complete
the Maslow’s Hierarchy drag and drop assignment. The
students will read a situation and drag it to the correct
spot on the pyramid that it corresponds to.

● For differentiation, the assignment can be modified to a
matching (with or without wordbank) assignment.

● Students will monitor for meaning using the assignment
by reflecting on what these needs look like and apply it to
Maslow’s theory.

● Students should have a chromebook to complete the

Slides

Students should have
chromebooks to complete
this assignment via
Schoology or Google
Classroom.

Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs- drag and drop
assignment.

Modified Assignment

1 day
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assignment, unless doing the modified assignment (can
incorporate Schoology).

● Understanding our unique family structure.

Sample Module Assessment:
SMART Goal Tracker Template
Malsow’s Hierarchy Drag and Drop assignment
Maslow’s Hierarchy modified assignment.

Module 2:

Reflecting on Public Victories using communication skills implemented in “7 Habits…”

5 days

Key Module Information:
-Implement “7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens” by Sean Covey
There are slides provided that include PearDeck (Add-on in Google Slides) to make the slides interactive. If you cannot get copies of the book or
do not want to read the book, the slides are available as a resource.

Portrait of a Graduate: Character, Communication, and Critical Thinking

Prerequisite skills, schema or background:
From the previous module students will acknowledge that we all have a different unique family unit and learn how to celebrate those
differences.

Alignment to future learning: In the rest of the following units students will put to practice their communication skills acquired this unit.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT reflects on their habits and how they can
become a better family member and citizen.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Reflect on their public victories and how they affect the family and their community
through self-reflection.

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT understand and improve their role in their
family unit.

Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Synergize - celebrating differences in the community
Diversity - accepting differences
Relationship - the contact that we make with others and the connection we build

Functions of the Family-
What families provide for individuals in the family unit.
-Physical needs - family helps provide food, shelter, and clothing.
-Stability - is incorporated into our emotional needs and to provide consistency.
-Moral needs - is what we value, our traditions, beliefs, etc.
-Emotional - when you share thoughts and feelings; good listeners, and are there when needed.
-Educational needs - when families are included in their child/ren education and enhance a safe learning environment.

Abraham Maslow - an American psychologist that theorized what it is people need
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs - a pyramid that Maslow created to help identify the needs of people

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessments

# days

Relationship Bank Account

● Read this section of the “7 Habits…” as a class. You could
stop intermittently to highlight key points. You could also
record yourself reading and create your own audiobook if

“7 Habits of Highly Effective
Teens” by Sean Covey
Pages 129-143 if hard copy

Online copy pages 134-146

Self-reflection handout
created by Jake Ashby
and Mr. Anthony at the
San Diego School
District

1 day
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you find this easier.
OR
Use the interactive slides using PearDeck

● Once done with the chapter, there is a self-reflection page
provided for the students.

● Instead of reading the book, utilize the slides using
PearDeck to make a more interactive lesson.

● This will focus on how to strengthen the relationships
they are in.

● Students will ask questions and self-reflect how to
improve their relationships. Monitor for meaning using
PearDeck questions for discussion.

● Google Slides / PearDeck
● Knowing how we can improve our relationships within our

family unit will be a transferable skill to school and daily
life.

Slides

Think Win-Win
● Read this section of the “7 Habits…” as a class. You could

stop intermittently to highlight  key points. You could also
record yourself reading and create your own audiobook if
you find this easier.
OR
Use the interactive slides using PearDeck

● Once done with the chapter (or slides), there is a
self-reflection page provided.

● Instead of reading the book, use slides using PearDeck to
make a more interactive lesson. The handout can be
completed online or on paper.

● Students will reflect on themselves and address how they
can find new avenues to where both parties win in a
situation.

● Students will question why it’s beneficial to think win-win
rather than lose-win, win-lose, or lose-lose. Monitor for
meaning using PearDeck questions for discussion.

● For technology, make sure you have a way to present the
slides.

● In school, community, careers/jobs it’s important that we
are being a team player even in such a competitive
society. This lesson takes this idea and showcases steps
for students to create a win-win situation.

“7 Habits of Highly Effective
Teens” by Sean Covey
Pages 145-161

Online copy pages 149-163

Slides

Self-reflection handout
created by Jake Ashby
and Mr. Anthony at the
San Diego School
District

1 day

Seek First to Understand and then to be Understood
● Read this section of the “7 Habits…” as a class. You could

stop intermittently to highlight key points. You could also
record yourself reading and create your own audiobook if
you find this easier.
OR
Use the interactive slides using PearDeck

● Once done with the chapter, there is a self-reflection page
provided for the students.

● Instead of reading the book, prepare slides using
PearDeck to make a more interactive lesson. Students
may also do the assignment on a Chromebook if
necessary, rather than on paper.

● As humans we are really social creatures and we all have
a desire to be heard.

● Monitor for meaning using PearDeck questions for
discussion.

● For technology, make sure you have a way to present the
slides.

● Through this lesson, students will address genuine
listening skills. Students will understand how this is
beneficial in life and in the family unit as well as why it’s

“7 Habits of Highly Effective
Teens” by Sean Covey
Pages 163-179

Online copy pages 165-181

Slides

Self-reflection handout
created by Jake Ashby
and Mr. Anthony at the
San Diego School
District

1 day
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important to make sure we are really listening to what
others are saying.

Synergize
● Read this section of the “7 Habits…” as a class. You could

stop intermittently to highlight key points. You could also
record yourself reading and create your own audiobook if
you find this easier.
OR
Use the interactive slides using PearDeck

● Once done with the chapter, there is a self-reflection page
provided for the students.

● Instead of reading the book, prepare slides using
PearDeck to make a more interactive lesson.

● Celebrating their diversity and how to balance all the
habits they’ve been working on.

● Monitor for meaning using the Peardeck questions and
the reflection page at the end.

● Google Slides / PearDeck
● Learning how to not just tolerate differences but celebrate

and understand the differences in family and in our
schools will allow us to make stronger connections.

“7 Habits of Highly Effective
Teens” by Sean Covey
Pages 181-241

Online copy pages 183-237

Slides

Self-reflection handout
created by Jake Ashby
and Mr. Anthony at the
San Diego School
District

1 day

Sharpen the Saw
● Read this section of the “7 Habits…” as a class. You could

stop intermittently to highlight key points. You could also
record yourself reading and create your own audiobook if
you find this easier.
OR
Use the interactive slides using PearDeck

● Once done with the chapter, there is a self-reflection page
provided for the students.

● Instead of reading the book, prepare slides using
PearDeck to make a more interactive lesson.

● Celebrating their diversity and how to balance all the
habits they’ve been working on.

● Monitor for meaning using the Peardeck questions and
the reflection page at the end.

● Google Slides / PearDeck
● Helping students how to properly recharge by balancing

play and school.

“7 Habits of Highly Effective
Teens” by Sean Covey
Pages 181-241

Online copy pages 183-237

Slides

Self-reflection handout
created by Jake Ashby
and Mr. Anthony at the
San Diego School
District

1 day

Sample Module Assessment:
Relationship Bank Account self-reflection page
Think Win-Win self-reflection page
Seek first to understand, then to be understood self-reflection page
Synergize self-reflection page
Sharpen the Saw self-reflection page

Module 3:
Understand the importance of a family by creating a Family Project.

3-4 days

Key Module Information:
The students will create a presentation about their family unit. This presentation will identify their family type, the roles in their family, family
traditions, cultural foods, and family celebrations.
Allow for an alternative assignment if requested by the family.

Portrait of a Graduate: Creativity, Critical Thinking, Character, Content Knowledge.
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Prerequisite skills, schema or background: Students should be able to identify family types and the functions of a family.

Alignment to future learning: Understanding the basic unit of a society is through their family units and affects every aspect of their
life.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT identifies what they value about their
family by creating a presentation.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Family Google Slides presentation or Alternative (if requested) that showcases what
they value in their family unit.
Address SMART goals

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT concludes their SMART goal using the
SMART Goal Tracker.

Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Family Structure:
-Nuclear Family - two parents with at least one child (either biological or adopted)
-Step Family - also called a blended family; two single parents that have a child then split and marry into another family
-Grandparent Family - instead of the parents raising the child/ren the grandparents do
-Childless Family - two people/partners that do not have children
-Single Parent Family - One parent taking care of one or more children
-Extended Family - including: aunts, uncles, grandparents, etc that live with the immediate family
-Foster Family - a family that takes care of a child/ren temporarily

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessments

# days

Family Project
● Go over expectations for the project (slide 2 on template).

They will follow the template in which they answer the
questions on each individual slide.

● Brainstorm and plan their project
● Allow students to choose how they would like to present

their project (booklet, slides, collage, etc).
● This assignment will be based on their family life which

allows for agency and creativity.
● Students will develop sensory images using Google

Slides (or alternative) that emphasizes what they have
learned in the unit.

● Technology will be integrated if students use Google
Slides and to help find photos for their presentation.
Allow the assignment to be accessed through Schoology.

● Students will showcase their family and how that
pertains to what they value.

Chromebooks

Rubric for Slides

Family Project
Template

2 days

Family Project Presentations
● Go over good habits and tips of giving a good

presentation 1) for the presenter and 2) how to be a good
audience member. Good practice before they present their
SMART Goal Projects.

● Present their Family projects
● Those who have anxiety or are unable to present may

record themselves giving the presentation and submit it
that way. Some resources that work great for that are:
Loom, Screencastify, etc.

● Project will be based on their family experiences.
● Students will develop sensory images using Google

Slides (or alternative) that emphasizes what they have
learned in the unit.

● Google Slides will be integrated. Allow slides to be
accessed through Schoology.

● Public speaking, presentation skills, and communication

Students will need
chromebooks.

If students are presenting
their project not via Google
Slides, provide the
necessary materials they
may need that are available
in the classroom.

Their presentations
will be a summative
assessment to show
their projects and
demonstrate what
they’ve learned for this
unit.

1-2 days
(dependin
g on class
size)
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are all relevant in the school.

Sample Module Assessment:
Family Project Template
Rubric for Family Project

Unit Plans: Finance
Unit Concept, Theme or Big Idea: This unit will be focused on the basic foundations of money management to help

them spend and save wisely.

Enduring Understandings:
Learning the basics of money management skills as well as building understanding of wants vs. needs. Applying goal setting in terms of wants
vs. needs and practicing the decision making process.

Essential Questions:
What is a want vs. a need?
How are money management skills that you acquire benefit your future?
How is learning to be financially smart beneficial to you now?

Pre-Assessment: Situational and/or ethical questions that are based on managing money.

Priority Objectives:
SWBAT understand the importance of managing your money.
SWBAT determines the steps of the decision making process when
addressing buying decisions and how they are influenced.
SWBAT develop a plan for spending and saving money.
SWBAT discusses the benefits and costs of using credit in the
future.

Unit Assessment / Performance Task:
Create Vision Boards that illustrate their wants vs. needs.
The Vault - Everfi course- storyline simulation of money
management.

Standards Tie-In:
Essential Standards: 2.0 Consumer and Family Resources
2.5.1 Analyze the use of resources in making choices that satisfy needs and wants of individuals and families.
2.6 Demonstrate management of financial resources to meet the goals of individuals and families across the life span.
2.6.1 Evaluate the need for personal and family financial planning.
2.6.2 Apply management principles to individual and family financial practices.

Key Concepts: Evaluate wants vs. needs and determine money making decisions using the decision making process. Develop a plan for
spending and saving money. Discuss the benefits and costs of using credit in the future.

Teacher Notes:

● Contact Maren Maier (marenm@stcu.org) from STCU Credit Union for the opportunity for a guest speaker to come for a day. The
students will play an enjoyable and educational game.

● Use Everfi, an online curriculum, to assist in teaching money management concepts.

Anchor Activity:
The creation of the vision boards will allow the students to showcase their wants vs needs and will create a segway into their career planning
unit.

Link to District’s Portrait of a Graduate:
● Critical thinking
● Communication
● Content Knowledge
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● Character

Time Suggestion:
7 ½ - 10 days with 50-55 minute class periods that meet every day.

Module 1:

Create a vision board that showcases our wants vs needs.

3-5 days

Key Module Information:
Students will create a vision board that showcases their wants vs needs and can be further layered by finding the costs to have that particular
lifestyle that they encapsulated in their “vision.” Students can create a poster that they use their artistic abilities to show their vision. If
magazines and newspapers are accessible students can take those images and create a collage or picture poster. If short on time, students
can create Google Slides or Docs to show their vision.

Portrait of a Graduate: Character, creativity, critical thinking

Prerequisite skills, schema or background:
Students should know the steps to the decision making process along with SMART Goals.

Alignment to future learning: After the completion of their vision boards, the students will understand the importance of choosing a
career that will support their lifestyle choices.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT identifies the costs associated with their
wants and needs.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Students will identify their wants and needs by creating a vision board and the costs
associated with that lifestyle.

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT develop a working vocabulary for the
finance unit.

Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Finance - management of amounts of money
Cost - the amount of payment required for goods or service
Salary - a fixed regular payment that is received monthly or weekly but expressed as an annual sum of money.
Wage -  a fixed payment that is paid daily or on a weekly basis.
Want - things we want but do not need to survive.
Need - shelter, food, clothing, things we need to survive.

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessment
s

# days

Vision Boards Part 1
● Students will create vision boards that encapsulate their

wants and needs for their future.
● Vision Boards that pertain to the type of lifestyle that they

want to live in the future.
● Students will need to include: what type of house they

would like to live in, vehicle they would like to drive,
where they are living (urban vs rural), if they have pets,
their career choice, schooling options, relationship goals
(married or single), financial goals (money put aside), and
material possessions.

● This assignment is based on the student's career choice
that will support their future lifestyle.

● Students will develop sensory images to represent what
type of lifestyle based on their wants and needs.

Posters,
Magazines/newspapers,
Chromebooks,
Glue,
Tape,
Sharpies,
Colored pencils/markers,
Access to printer

Example template
instructions

Finance Slides

Vision boards 2-3 days
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● Students may need their chromebooks to fulfill this
assignment and/or to get ideas for their vision board.

● This lesson will get the students thinking about what they
want their future to look like. This in turn will tie into
setting financial goals and potential future careers.

Vision Boards Part 2
● Have students grab their vision boards. They must now

find the cost of all the items they put on there. If their
desired career is there, then they must find the
salary/income amount they would get paid in that state
for that career. If they included the state, have them put
the minimum wage amount for that state using Xello or
another trusted search engine.

● Identifying how much their “vision” costs and showcasing
it on their vision boards.

● This assignment puts their future lifestyle they want to
live into a realistic view.

● Students will develop sensory images to represent what
type of lifestyle based on wants and needs.

● Students will need their chromebooks.
● It is important to look at the cost and see if it is realistic to

their career income. Even though we may really want
something, we may need to learn to compromise using
the problem solving process.

Chromebooks.

Finance Slides

Other possible materials:
Markers,
Sharpies,
Glue,
Paper

Xello

Vision Board:
Students should put
the cost under their
images that

1-2 days

Sample Module Assessment:
Example template instructions
Alternative Life Map assignment
Alternative “Where are You Going In Life” assignment

Module 2:
Practice wise money management skills.

2 ½ - 3 days

Key Module Information:
There is a great free online source that is called Everfi. There is a course that teachers can assign called “Vault” that goes through definitions
and scenarios in a computer game-like fashion that the kids enjoy. Everfi also includes demos for teachers to try themselves. Each module takes
about 15 minutes to complete, but is student paced. It takes 1 hour 15 minutes / 1 hour 30 minutes to complete the online course.
You can make this longer by pre- teaching the concepts before they do a module.

Portrait of a Graduate: Critical Thinking, Content Knowledge

Prerequisite skills, schema or background:
Students should understand basic computer knowledge. Students should be familiar with the necessary finance unit vocabulary.

Alignment to future learning: Before we get into careers, we talk about finances to build off the concept of what an income is and how
we should budget. When they start researching a career they will be asked how much that career makes and if that supports their vision board
goals.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT demonstrates money management
knowledge by completing and making the correct
decisions through the Vault on Everfi.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Students will complete the course called “Vault” through Everfi. There are 5 modules in
said course that each have a pre and post-quiz. Students' reports will be based on the
post-quizzes.

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT use correct financing vocabulary and
demonstrate proper usage throughout Everfi.
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Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Savings - money that is put away and saved
Checking - an account that holds any deposits and can be withdrawn from.
Opportunity Cost - a decision when made could mean that an opportunity was missed
Unit price - a products average price based on the amount of the item
Credit - the ability for a consumer to obtain goods or services before payment based on trust
Debit - an entry recording an amount owed
Credit card - money borrowed that you promise to pay back monthly
Debit card - money that is taken directly from your account made from your source of income.
Loan -a large sum of  money that is borrowed and promised to be paid back
Income - money received on a regular basis for work

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessments

# days

Module 1: Financial Decision-Making
● Pre-teach the module that goes over the key concepts.

Set the students up via a class code generated when you
create a class through Everfi. The main topic for this
module is determining wants vs needs.

● Vault Module 1
● With using the vault, it reads through the text with you.
● Students will learn money management skills.
● Monitor for meaning using Pear Deck when going through

the slides. Determine Importance by how our decisions
may affect how we live through life and how this may
affect us financially.

● Chromebooks / Everfi website / Headphones
● Money is a currency we use to purchase goods and

services.

Everfi-
https://everfi.com/k-12

Headphones (the modules
read aloud the text).

Everfi Vault Curriculum
guide

Everfi Vault Outline

Student Instructions to get
on Everfi

Slides for first two Modules

Post Quiz taken at the
end of the module.

½ day

~30
minutes

Module 2: Budgeting and Spending
● Pre-teach the module that goes over the key concepts.
● Vault Module 2
● With using the vault, it reads through the text with you.
● Teaches wise spending.
● Monitor for meaning using Pear Deck when going through

the slides. Determine Importance on how budgeting is
how we reach our money goals and in order to reach
those goals we need to know when to spend and what to
spend on.

● Chromebooks / Everfi website / Headphones
● Learning what a budget is and how to use it will help

students understand how to reach their money goals.

Everfi-
https://everfi.com/k-12

Headphones (the modules
read aloud the text).

Everfi Vault Curriculum
guide

Everfi Vault Outline

Slides for first two Modules

Post Quiz taken at the
end of the module.

½ day

~30
minutes

Module 3: Income and Careers
● Pre-teach the module that goes over the key concepts.
● Vault Module 3
● With using the vault, it reads through the text with you.
● Gives them the strategic planning of whether or not the

career they choose has the income they need for the
lifestyle they want to live.

● Monitor for meaning using Pear Deck when going through
the slides. Determine Importance on how our interests
and abilities will  help us choose a career and if our
income will allow us to reach our money goals.

● Chromebooks / Everfi website / Headphones
● When choosing a career we often look at what skills we

have, our interests, and possibly how much income we
would make. All are important factors when choosing a
career.

Everfi-
https://everfi.com/k-12

Headphones (the modules
read aloud the text).

Everfi Vault Curriculum
guide

Everfi Vault Outline

Slides for Modules 3-5

Post Quiz taken at the
end of the module.

½ day

~30
minutes
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Module 4: Credit and Borrowing
● Pre-teach the module that goes over the key concepts.
● Vault Module 4
● With using the vault, it reads through the text with you.
● Allows them to problem solve how they need to go about

their spending if they can’t afford something right away.
● Monitor for meaning using Pear Deck when going through

the slides. Infer when it is appropriate to borrow money
and how we need to be responsible for paying that money
back. Determine the importance of being reliable and
when we should use credit vs debit or cash.

● Chromebooks / Everfi website / Headphones
● Using problem solving skills to help determine when to

use credit.

Everfi-
https://everfi.com/k-12

Headphones (the modules
read aloud the text).

Everfi Vault Curriculum
guide

Everfi Vault Outline

Slides for Modules 3-5

Post Quiz taken at the
end of the module.

½ day

~30
minutes

Module 5: Future Planning
● Pre-teach the module that goes over the key concepts.
● Vault Module 5
● With using the vault, it reads through the text with you.
● Get them financially prepared for their future.
● Monitor for meaning using Pear Deck when going through

the slides. Determine the importance of looking towards
the future to set up money goals and plan how we will
reach those goals.

● Chromebooks / Everfi website / Headphones
● Knowing how to create a financial plan using the decision

making process will assist making our financial goals.

Everfi-
https://everfi.com/k-12

Headphones (the modules
read aloud the text).

Everfi Vault Curriculum
guide

Everfi Vault Outline

Slides for Modules 3-5

Post Quiz taken at the
end of the module.

½ day

~30
minutes

Sample Module Assessment:
Link to Everfi
Vault Outline

Module 3:

Applying our knowledge to money management skills.

2 days

Key Module Information:
Contact Maren Maier (marenm@stcu.org ) from STCU (Spokane Teachers Credit Union) to come into the classroom as a guest speaker. Inform
students that there will be a guest and to showcase what they have learned throughout the unit and gain further real world knowledge from
our guest. Remind students of resources and expectations of being a good audience member and citizen.

Portrait of a Graduate: Critical thinking, Character, and Content Knowledge.

Prerequisite skills, schema or background: Students should practice good citizenship skills. Students should demonstrate
background knowledge they learned from the finance unit.

Alignment to future learning:
In concluding this unit- a foundation of financial knowledge regarding their wants vs needs will transition into how our future career will
support their wanted future lifestyle.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT demonstrates financial management
knowledge through real life scenarios brought by
STCU credit union guest and the PAYDAY game.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Demonstrate the correct vocabulary and thinking skills that coordinate with managing a
budget through the “PayDay” board game and the trivial game brought by the STCU
guest speaker.

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT uses key language that they have learned
throughout the financing unit.
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Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Savings - money that is put away and saved
Checking - an account that holds any deposits and can be withdrawn from.
Opportunity Cost - a decision when made could mean that an opportunity was missed
Unit price - a products average price based on the amount of the item
Credit - the ability for a consumer to obtain goods or services before payment based on trust
Debit - an entry recording an amount owed
Credit card - money borrowed that you promise to pay back monthly
Debit card - money that is taken directly from your account made from your source of income.
Loan -a large sum of  money that is borrowed and promised to be paid back
Income - money received on a regular basis for work
Credit Score - a numerical expression based on analysis of a person's credit files.

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessments

# days

PayDay Game
● Payday game / budgeting game day.

OR
Pick a game of choice that goes over money management.

● Assignment will be participation based.
● The instructions for the game will be read, demonstrated,

and talked about amongst peers.
● Students will be able to demonstrate their knowledge on

financial management with their peers in a fun creative
way.

● Students will synthesize and acknowledge patterns they
may see throughout the game that will help them
manage money.

● No technology needed unless the game of choice is via
online.

● This allows students to put into practice the concept of
managing money.

PayDay Board game

Alternative Games:
-Price is Right
-The Bean Game

Discussion questions:
-Why is money
management
important? What was
difficult about
managing money in the
game? What was less
challenging?

-How can money
management be
applied in the real
world OR what type of
real world connections
did you see?

1 day

STCU Game Show
● STCU will put together a “Game Show” trivia game for the

students that incorporate financial concepts.
● Participating in the “Game Show” trivia game developed

by STCU.
● The information is given in a multiple choice fashion, with

videos, and with group collaboration.
● Students will get exposure to important information from

a new source.
● Students will draw on background knowledge to answer

the trivial questions that STCU brings. Students will ask
questions on the process of making financial decisions.
Students will determine the importance of managing
finances and how that will be beneficial for themselves.

● The guest from STCU will bring a USB drive to bring up
the powerpoint. A projector will also be needed along
with working speakers.

● Students will gain transferable money management skills.

STCU guest speaker
mmaier@stcu.org

Discussion questions
and activities
intertwined within the
Game Show trivia
game.

1 day

Sample Module Assessment:
The Bean Game
Price is Right
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Unit Plans: Careers
Unit Concept, Theme or Big Idea: In this unit, we will cover the difference between a job and a career and how to
research key information before deciding on a future career.

Enduring Understandings:
Students will identify the difference between a job and a career. Students will practice finding key information on future career choices which in
turn can help them develop the necessary transferable skills when seeking their future careers.

Essential Questions:
What is the difference between a job and a career?
How can my personality benefit me in my career choice?
How do our values drive our career choices?

Pre-Assessment: Personality test with the connection to careers options through Xello. Distinguishing between a job and career
pre-assessment.

Priority Objectives:
SWBAT identify their values and goals in life.
SWBAT use the FCCLA planning process to set SMART Goals.
SWBAT uses the Power of One, Working on Working, to set a
career goal.

Unit Assessment / Performance Task:
Students will create a SMART Goal implementing the
FCCLA planning process in Power of One, Working on
Working.
Students will create an educational board game based on
a career.

Standards Tie-In:
Essential Standards: Career, Community and Family Connections
1.0 Integrate multiple life roles and responsibilities in family, work, and community settings.
1.2 Demonstrate transferable and employability skills in school community and workplace setting.
1.2.1 Analyze potential career choices to determine the knowledge, skills, and attitudes associated with each career.
1.2.2. Demonstrate job seeking and job keeping skills.
1.2.4  Demonstrate teamwork skills in school, community and workplace settings.
1.2.6 Demonstrate leadership skills and abilities in school, workplace and community settings.
3.1 Analyze career paths within consumer service industries.
3.1.3 Summarize education and training requirements and opportunities for career paths in consumer services.

Key Concepts:
Students will identify their values and articulate it by setting SMART Goals with the FCCLA Planning Process in Power of One.

Teacher Notes:
Dani Gray (dgray@cdaschools.org) is the district's College and Career Coordinator and is a great resource to implement a project-based learning
opportunity. To supplement this activity if the College and Career Coordinator is unavailable use Xello.

Anchor Activity:
Power of One will introduce “Working on Working” and the students will create a SMART goal that they will perform and track throughout the
unit.

Link to District’s Portrait of a Graduate:
Critical Thinking, Content Knowledge, and Character

Time Suggestion:
For 50-55 minute class periods who meet everyday, this unit will take 17-19 days
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Module 1:

Careers Board Game

6 days

Key Module Information:
Dani Gray (College and Career Coordinator for the district) dgray@cdaschools.org can take the lead for this week to deliver the lesson and
activity. Her materials are included in this module.

Portrait of a Graduate: Content Knowledge, Character and Communication

Prerequisite skills, schema or background:
Students should know basic citizenship and communicate with their peers. Students should know their values, wants, and needs.

Alignment to future learning: This career exploration is foundational to their linking interest in a possible future career for
themselves. In Power of One, Working on Working, the student will select an area of interest for their SMART Goal.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT collaborate with their peers to create a
playable and educational board game for them and
their classmates to play.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Students will generate a board game that is based on a career that they research. They
will respectfully collaborate with their peers in the creation of the game instructions,
career choice, and creation of the game. Their end goal is to have a fun and educational
game that they and their classmates can play.

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT practice communicating and working
together as a team.
SWBAT generates clear and easy instructions that
others will be able to follow and execute.

Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Job application
Cover letter
Resume
Aptitude - the natural talent or ability for something
Networking
Job shadow
Mentor
Career Planning

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessment
s

# days

Working on Working - “True Colors”
● Go through the slides provided; “Working on Working.”

Students will then take the “True Colors” personality quiz.
Continue through the slides to then further the lesson into
defining collaboration and why that would be important
in the workplace, school, and community. At the end, have
the students generate a really short term SMART goal
that pertains to the unit. The results of their “true colors”
can assist when grouping students together for the
Career Board Games for the rest of this module.

● “True Colors” personality quiz and develop a SMART
Goal.

● Students will be able to discuss important topics of
collaboration and their “True Colors.”

● Students will learn more about themselves and practice
collaborating.

● Monitor for meaning through discussion questions.
Synthesize what they learn from the lesson by analyzing
their SMART goals. Students will infer their previous

Lesson Plan

Working on Working Slides

Students will need to have
their chromebooks to or a
printed version of the
SMART Goal Tracker

True Colors Quiz

SMART Goal

1 day
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experiences on how well they collaborate in groups.
● Google slides will be implemented and a way to present

the lesson.
● Understanding our “True Colors” will assist in obtaining

transferable skills.

Factors to Consider When Choosing a Career

● Introduce that this week the students will create a board
game that will be informative based on the career that
they choose with their group. Have the students group up
into a group of 4 (max) - 3 (min). Go through the first
portion of the slides (up to slide 11).

● Have the students pick a career they would like to create
their board game out of with their peers. Create a board
game cover, develop the instructions for their game, and
complete the worksheets. (One worksheet per group).

● This hands-on project will enforce collaboration and
valuing everyone's different strengths.

● Students will ask questions about the qualities of a career
that interests them and their group. Students will ask
questions and identify their strengths before they learn
the process of choosing a career.

● Chromebooks will be needed to research careers.
● The students will have practice researching information

on potential career choices. They will also partake in
critical thinking and problem solving skills when creating
their game instructions.

Dani Gray

Slides that you will use all
week.

Career Selection
worksheet

Game Cover
worksheet

Game instructions
worksheet

1 day

Career Research
● Once their groups have decided on a career, they must

find some tangible research that they will use when
creating their game.

● Students will work on the career research worksheet (one
per group). They will fill out the worksheet with
information they find through Xello to refer back to when
generating questions for their game.

● After students have selected a career to use for their
game, they will section off roles per student to assist in
the creation of their game.

● Students will synthesize the instructions and set up of
their game.

● Students will need Chromebooks.
● The students will have practice researching information

on potential careers. They will also partake in critical
thinking and problem solving skills when creating their
game instructions and game set up.

Dani Gray

https://www.cdaschools.org/
xello → website they will be
using to research a career

Make a list of materials that
the students will be able to
use that are already in the
classroom. Warn the
students that they will need
to bring anything that is not
already provided (ex:
cardboard, dice, etc)

Slides that you will use all
week.

Career Research
worksheet

1 day

Creating the Board Game
● Today will be the day that the students will be putting

together their board game. Prior to this day, inform
students that they will be in charge of bringing any
supplies they need for the board games that are not
already in the classroom.

● Create board games with their peer groups.
● Students can work on parts of the board game that they

would like to work on. Tasks should be divided equally
among group members.

● Develop sensory images by creating a board game that
extrapolates what they have researched.

● Chromebooks for research (if needed) and for printing
materials.

● Students will demonstrate critical thinking and problem

Slides that you will use all
week.

Materials that may be
needed:
-Glue
-Tape
-Paper Clips
-Envelopes (to keep their
cards in)
-scissors
-notecards

Individual reflection
worksheet

1 day
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solving skills when creating their game.

Test Run
● Students will be testing their game by playing through

their game. This will ensure that their games are ready for
their peers to try the next day.

● Test running their game.
● After brainstorming and collaborating their board game

the last few days, the class will be able to play.
● Ask questions on how the questions they generated

pertain to research that should be implemented in their
game.

● No technology should be needed for this day unless
students need to print extra materials.

● Students will practice problem solving by working
unforeseen issues with their games.

Slides that you will use all
week.

Students will need their
board games and extra class
materials to tie everything
together.

Group Reflection
worksheet

1 day

Let the Games Begin!
● Have the students set up their board games. One person

will have to stay with their game to explain the
instructions for at least one rotation. They will take turns
to give instructions for their game throughout the
rotations. The rest of the group will be playing their other
classmates games.

● Each student is asked to participate in the rotation to
assist in giving instructions and playing their peers’
educational board games.

● Students will showcase their career game.
● Ask questions on how the questions pertain to research

and the rules of their peers’ game.
● Students will have practice collaborating and giving clear

and concise communication in written and oral form.

Slides that you will use all
week.

Students will need to grab
and set up their board
games.

Have their instructions to
play the board game out and
ready.

Final individual
reflection worksheet

Peer Evaluation
worksheet

1 day

Sample Module Assessment:
Career Selection worksheet
Game Cover worksheet
Game instructions worksheet
Career Research worksheet
Individual reflection worksheet
Group Reflection worksheet
Final individual reflection worksheet
Peer Evaluation worksheet

Module 2:

Generating an application and/or resume for a job

4 days

Key Module Information:
Power of One, Working on Working, focuses on the students transferable skills to the workplace through generating a filling out a job
application, or resume. Students will demonstrate their working knowledge by generating a SMART Goal using the FCCLA Planning Process.

Portrait of a Graduate:
Creativity, Collaboration, Critical Thinking, Communication, Content Knowledge.

Prerequisite skills, schema or background:
Students will have the working vocabulary of the Careers Unit.

Alignment to future learning: Students will practice and understand the importance of filling out a job application and preparing a
resume correctly.
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Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT generate a proper written job application
or resume.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Creating a SMART Goal that pertains to Power of One (Working on Working) Unit.

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT understand the etiquette applying for a
part-time job.

Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Job application
Cover letter
Resume
Aptitude - the natural talent or ability for something
Networking
Job shadow
Mentor
Career Planning

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessments

# days

Why Do We Work
● Implement the slides included in resources. Watch the

video that is embedded in the slides on slide 5 (~12
minutes). Promote discussion questions throughout the
presentation. Once done viewing, implement the
“Workplace Readiness Skills” worksheet.

● “Workplace Readiness Skills” worksheet
● Students will identify reasons to work, relate to their

future career goals, and their strengths.
● Topic will be viewed through slides, video, and on paper.
● Students will draw on background knowledge by

identifying the skills they need to research a career as
well as their strengths.

● Students may use Chromebooks to access Xello for this
lesson.

● Students can see the reasons for why we must earn an
income and differentiate between a job and a career.
Students will learn ways to identify their transferable skill
sets to a career.

Slides Workplace readiness
skills worksheet

1 day

Introduction to Applications and Resumes
● Introduce the necessary information that will be included

in a job application as well as how and why resumes are
used by implementing the slides. Go through a good vs a
bad example of a job application and/or resume. Introduce
the job application and resume assignments.

● Have students fill out the job application first and then
have them fill out the “Heading” and “Objective” portions
on their resume.

● Students will have a visual representation of the topic
through the slides. Applications and resumes will be
modeled through examples.

● Students will practice the necessary transferable skills of
filling out a job application and generating a resume.

● Students will infer as to what interests them and their
strengths.

● Google Slides will be used as well as Google Docs if
students would like to type right on the template.
Assignments may be uploaded to Schoology.

● This topic will be used in their lives often as they start
searching for part-time  jobs and eventually their careers.

Slides

Good vs Bad Resume
Examples (also included in
the slides).

Writing a Resume pdf

FCCLA Job Application DO
NOT HAVE THEM PUT IN
THEIR REAL SOCIAL
SECURITY NUMBER and
assignment should be filled
out in black pen.

Resume assignment
template

FCCLA Job Application

1 day
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Calculating Grade Point Average (GPA)
● Go to Day 2 in the slides and give the students the

instructions for the next part of creating their resume. This
lesson will give them the necessary background
knowledge of what a GPA is and why it is included in a
resume.

● Students will calculate their GPA and insert it into their
resume.

● The assignment is scaffold with instructions on where to
find the information through Skyward and how to
calculate the GPA. Students may use a calculator.

● Knowing GPA and understanding how it is used will then
benefit the student in creating a goal on improvement in
their academics.

● Students will determine the importance of GPA by
understanding its usage.

● Students will need their chromebooks to access Skyward.
● GPA is tracked during high school and may determine

which college or trade school they would like to get into.
Teachers and counselors may also use it to see any
sudden changes in a student for intervention purposes.
For these reasons, students will be able to see
life-worthiness and how it applies to them directly.

Slides

Chromebooks

Resume assignment
template

Finding your GPA
assignment

1 day

Skills / Certifications/Extracurriculars and
References

● This lesson is necessary for completing their job
application or resume.

● Students will finish the skills, certification, and reference
portions of their resumes.

● Students can choose who they would like to use as
references.

● Once the students are done with this assignment, they
can take this home with them to then use when they start
searching for their first part-time jobs.

● Students will infer their accomplishments thus far in life.
● Students will need chromebooks to complete

assignments.
● Now that they have a resume created, the students will

learn how to make the important adjustments and
updates they will need to make when applying for specific
part-time jobs.

Slides

Chromebooks

Resume assignment
template

1 day

Sample Module Assessment:
Workplace readiness skills worksheet
\Resume assignment template
Finding your GPA assignment
FCCLA Job Application

Module 3:
Power of One Units 4 and 5
4- Take the Lead
5- Speak Out for FCCLA

6-8 days

Key Module Information:
This last module will cover the last Power of One Units (“Take the Lead” and “Speak out for FCCLA”). For Unit 4, “Take the Lead,” there will be
a form of leadership activity; for example, cleaning up trash around the community, creating a leadership poster, Sources of Strength, etc. For
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the last Unit of Power of One, “Speak out for FCCLA,” the students will do a webquest utilizing the FCCLA website to learn important facts of
what FCCLA is.
The SMART Goals they create should be VERY short term and completed or tried within a two day time frame to finish up Power of One. Their
SMART Goals that they have been creating throughout this course will be presented. They may choose one SMART Goal they performed and
explain in their presentation the process they followed, what their SMART Goal was, how it pertained to the unit, obstacles they had to
overcome, etc.

Portrait of a Graduate:
Critical Thinking, Communication, Creativity, Collaboration

Prerequisite skills, schema or background:
Students should be able to communicate with their peers and be able to share meaningful ideas that pertain to the topic. In addition, students
should draw their knowledge on previous lessons on SMART Goals.

Alignment to future learning:
Students will be able to know and understand their values and how it pertains to their goals and their future.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT will refer to their SMART Goal trackers and
create a presentation off one of their goals after
learning how to generate a SMART Goal.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
SMART Goal Trackers
FCCLA Planning Process
Webquest for “Speak out for FCCLA.”
SMART Goal project and presentations.

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT creates a goal based on their values.

Academic and Content Vocabulary:
FCCLA
FCCLA Planning Process
SMART Goal
SMART Goal Tracker
Values

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessments

# days

Take the Lead Part 1
● Make sure to have the suggested materials in the lesson

plan and hand out sticky notes prior or while the students
are entering for the “Tug of War” activity. Go through the
slides to help anticipate each discussion and closure. At
the end, have the students create a SMART Goal that can
be completed in a couple of days.

● “Tug of War” and “Code Cracker” (use lesson plan for
reference and materials)

● Students can either write or type their responses in
Schoology. Students who learn auditorily will be able to
participate in discussion. Visual learners will be able to
write down their answers on a note catcher.

● Students will be able to analyze their behavior and set a
goal on how they would like to improve themselves in a
leadership position.

● Students will ask questions on what leadership looks,
sounds, and feels like. Students will monitor for meaning
by looking at different scenarios they see everyday and
how leadership may apply to them.

● Students may need chromebooks if they are typing their
answers in a note catcher.

● This topic will be related to how they can influence a
leadership position in the classroom and school
community.

Power of one- Take the Lead
Slides

Lesson Plan

Chromebooks

Lesson Plan included
activity

1 day
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Take the Lead Part 2
● For Part 2, model the expectations of what “Take the

Lead” should look, sound, and feel like. Brainstorm as a
class or with an elbow partner, current issues that affect
the school's community (garbage pick up, food bank,
inclusion, helping a student, etc).

● The assignment will be a whole class collaboration that
showcases leadership and models the FCCLA Planning
Process.

● Students will follow the FCCLA Planning Process to
complete this project.

● Students may ask questions and collaborate with their
peers on completion of their selected leadership project.

● Students may need Chromebooks to research and review
ideas.

● This lesson will allow students to take part in a
leadership project that empowers students to be an
influencer in the classroom and school community.

FCCLA Planning Process Assessment will be
participation based
and on completion.

1 day

Speak Out For FCCLA Part 1
● This is the last unit for Power of One. Go through the

FCCLA slides to help guide thinking, discussion, and
activities. Note that their SMART Goal for this unit should
be completed in just a couple of days. After this unit they
will develop their presentations for their SMART Goals.

● Think Fish Tank, Critical Thinking In Action Activity, and
Create SMART Goal

● Students can choose to bounce ideas off of their peers or
to think individually.

● This lesson will allow them to practice critical thinking as
a transferable skill.

● Students will ask questions and work with their peers to
get as many fish tank rocks and ping pong balls into the
container.

● Teachers will use Google Slides and students may need
Chromebooks to type in their SMART Goals using the
SMART Goal Tracker.

● The ability to work with others, collaborate, problem
solve, and think critically will allow students to face any
situation with confidence.

Power of One - Speak out
for FCCLA Slides

Lesson Plan

Materials:
Ping Pong Balls
Fish tank rocks
and clear containers
Chromebooks

Alternatively:
Implement “7 Habits..” by
having their big rocks in life
be represented by the ping
pong balls and the fish tank
rocks represent their
distractions and see how
much they can fit into the
container.

SMART Goal Trackers
Unit 5

1 day

Speak Out for FCCLA Part 2
● For the second part of this final unit of Power of One,

students will take part in the Webquest. Once students
have finished the webquest they will create some form of
poster/brochure/slides that go over the questions they
found to help educate others on what is FCCLA .

● Webquest / brochure / poster /slides
● Students can choose how they want to share the

information they found.
● The students have been working on a SMART Goal for

each of the Power of One units. This ties it all together
and shows their end goal and progress.

● Students will develop sensory images to show the
information they have gathered and share it with their
peers.

● Students will need chromebooks to do their webquest.
● A key skill is finding reliable sources of information that

we know is safe to use and then practicing communication
skills by collaborating and presenting to peers. These
skills are used in the classroom daily.

Webquest

Chromebooks

Webquest / Poster /
Brochure on what
FCCLA is all about

1 day

SMART Goal Project SMART Goal Trackers Presentation Template 2-4 days
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● Students will need their completed SMART Goal Trackers.
Have them review their SMART Goals and choose which
SMART Goal they would like to present to the class. Once
students finish their slides, have them present to the
class.

● SMART Goal presentations
● Students get a choice to which SMART Goal they would

like to present.
● The students have been working on creating SMART

Goals for weeks and this will be the time that they can
showcase their work.

● Students will develop sensory images by creating a
presentation about their goals. Students will determine
the importance of how SMART goals are beneficial and
how they are applied in multiple areas. Students will
synthesize habits they may be falling into when executing
their goals and how to improve themselves through
self-reflection.

● Students will create their presentations via Google Slides.
Chromebooks will be needed.

● Students will reflect on their goals and the importance of
goals in their daily life.

Chromebooks (dependin
g on class
size)

Sample Module Assessment:
FCCLA Planning Process
SMART Goal Trackers
Presentation Template
Step 1 Webquest

Unit Plans: Sewing
Unit Concept, Theme or Big Idea: In this unit students will be focusing on how to properly use a needle and thread to

complete a hand sewing project.

Enduring Understandings:
From this unit, the students will understand the benefits of knowing how to hand sew.

Essential Questions:
What are the benefits of learning how to hand sew?
Why is sewing relevant in life?
What types of stitches are appropriate to use for given situations?

Pre-Assessment: Discussion pieces:  Have you ever sewn before? Does someone in your family sew? How do you think this skill will be
useful to you?

Priority Objectives:
SWBAT demonstrates how to sew by using the following stitches:
overcast/ whip stitch, back stitch, running stitch, blanket stitch, and
how to sew on a button.

Unit Assessment / Performance Task:
Create a hand sewing sampler
Creating and designing a Felt Monster

Standards Tie-In:
Essential Standards: 16.0 Textiles, Fashion, and Apparel Comprehensive Standard
16.3 Demonstrate fashion, apparel, and textile skills.
16.3.3 Utilize elements and principles of design in designing, constructing, and/or altering textile,
apparel, and fashion projects.
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16.4 Demonstrate skills needed to produce, alter, or repair fashion, apparel, and textile products.
16.4.5 Demonstrate basic skills for producing and altering textile products and apparel.

Key Concepts:
Students will demonstrate the basic hand sewing techniques so that they can complete a hand-sewing project.

Teacher Notes:
Make sure that the students are keeping all the materials in the classroom to ensure these small and sharp materials do not get lost. Materials
that you will use are: embroidery floss, felt fabric, Chenille needles, ball point pins, scissors, polyfill cotton, buttons, and containers (to keep
sewing materials).

Anchor Activity:
Students will master the four basic hand sewing stitches on a sampler before they try to execute the Felt Monster project.

Link to District’s Portrait of a Graduate:
Creativity - the felt monsters will be of their design and color scheme.
Content Knowledge- of the basic four stitches and button for hand sewing
Critical Thinking - when utilizing the directions for creating their design for their felt monster

Time Suggestion:
7-8 days for a class that meets every day for 50-55 minutes.

Module 1:

Creating the Sewing Sampler

~3 days

Key Module Information:
Before you start this module, you will need some supplies: Chenille needles, embroidery floss, felt, buttons, polyfill cotton, ball point pins,
masking tape, and containers to hold it all. You or your students can put together their own sewing kits that will be kept in the classroom that
contain everything they need to practice. The practice sampler is necessary to master the four basic hand sewing stitches and buttons for the
completion of their felt monsters.

Portrait of a Graduate: Creativity, Collaboration, Content Knowledge, Communication, Critical Thinking

Prerequisite skills, schema or background: Students will learn the basic hand sewing equipment. Students will demonstrate
genuine listening skills by following directions.

Alignment to future learning: After this module they will demonstrate their mastery of the four basic stitches and sewing on buttons
by creating a felt monster.

Priority Objective(s): SWBAT demonstrate
their mastery of the four basic hand sewing stitches
and buttons by completing  a sampler.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Hand Sewing Sampler

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT will demonstrate their understanding of
hand sewing by using the proper hand sewing
equipment and techniques.

Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Running stitch
Back stitch
Overcast/Whipstitch
Blanket stitch
Button
Felt
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Spool of Thread
Embroidery floss
BallPoint Pin
Hand Sewing needles for embroidery/Chenille needle
Hand sewing needles for thread- not floss

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessment
s

# days

Practice stitches
● Go over class expectations and safety. Provide a piece of

felt and fold it in half for the students to create their
sampler. Assist as needed.

● Hand sewing sampler
● Students can choose what color felt  they would like to

use. Allow teacher demonstration and video
demonstration.

● This assignment is student centered because it allows for
creativity and imagination.

● Students will synthesize by looking at the patterns they
are creating and what the stitch might be useful for.

● Videos will be the only technology integration. Provided
in the resources column.

● Teaches students eye-hand coordination, and the
sequential thought process.

Compiled slides of videos of
how to do the stitches.

Hand sewing Sampler
example pdf

Materials Needed:
-felt 9 X 12
-needles
-embroidery floss
-buttons-2 holes/4 holes
-containers or ziploc bags to
store it.

Hand Sewing Sampler ~3 days

Sample Module Assessment:
Hand Sewing Sampler example pdf

Module 2: Felt Monster Project 4-5 days

Key Module Information:
This is a fun hands-on sewing project.  The students will create a sampler that will demonstrate their knowledge of the 4 basic hand stitches
and sewing on a 2 hole/4 hole button that they will use to construct their monsters  The sampler will also have two patches and two buttons.
The patches will help the students know how to hand sew two felt pieces together. When students are ready to start their monsters, they will
be given an instruction sheet. The instruction sheet has the steps/order to complete their monsters. The students will select from 5 monster
patterns.  After the students select a monster pattern, they refer back to their instruction sheet for directions on how to utilize the required
stitches for their monster.  Each step/order the students must have the teacher sign off before they  begin. This keeps the students working in a
sequential order.

Portrait of a Graduate: Creativity, Critical Thinking, Communication, Collaboration, Content Knowledge

Prerequisite skills, schema or background: Basic hand sewing skills, knowledge of four basic hand sewing stitches.  How to sew on
a two hole button and a four hole button correctly.

Alignment to future learning: Students will follow a sequential thought process as they read through the instructions and design their
felt monster. This will be implemented as a critical thinking transferable skill.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT creates a felt monster by applying their
previous knowledge on the four basic stitches and
sewing a 2 hole/4 hole button.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Completion of Felt Monster Project

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT will demonstrate their understanding of
hand sewing by using the proper hand sewing tools
and techniques.
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Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Running stitch
Back stitch
Overcast/Whipstitch
Blanket stitch
Button
-Felt
Spool of Thread
Embroidery floss
BallPoint Pin
Hand Sewing needles for embroidery/tapestry needle
Hand sewing needles for thread- not floss

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessments

# days

Plan Your Monster
● Pass out all of the materials. Have the students pick out

the body shape, eyes, mouth, colors, and buttons for their
monster. Have them create a sketch of where their
stitches are going to go on the body shape paper pattern.
Approve it before they start. Emphasize that they need to
sew on only ONE piece of felt first before they sew the
bodies together. Otherwise they won’t be able to stuff
their monsters.

● Felt Monster Projects
● This topic will be represented by videos and teacher

demonstrations.
● This project is hands-on and guided by the students. The

students will be given full creativity as long as they meet
the guidelines.

● Students will infer which stitches will be used for which
sections based on what they’ve learned about that stitch.
Students will visualize their plan by writing it down on
the monster's paper pattern.

● If a student was absent they could use their chromebook
to go back and review stitches they missed.

● This hand sewing project teaches students eye-hand
coordination, and the sequential thought process.

Felt Monster Directions and
print outs for body type,
eyes, mouth, accessories.

Compiled slides of videos of
how to do the stitches.

Materials Needed:
-felt
-needles
-embroidery floss
-buttons
-containers or ziploc bags to
store projects.

Completed Samplers

Students will implement
the directions and show
their sequential thought
process and have it
signed off by the
teacher.

1 day

Create Your Felt Monster
● From the monster body paper pattern they chose and

designed their project on, have them select  2 pieces of
felt and cut out the pattern of the monster. On 1 of their
pieces they will sew on their accessories, buttons, etc
before they sew the two body pattern pieces together.

● Students will work on their Felt Monsters for this lesson.
Once they are done AND graded, they may take the
monsters  home.

● This topic will be represented by videos and teacher
demonstrations.

● This project is hands-on and guided by the students. The
students will be given full creativity as long as they meet
the guidelines.

● Students will visualize how their monster should look
based on the plan that they made before starting their
monsters.

● Students may have access to Chromebooks to review
materials if needed.

● This sewing project teaches students eye-hand
coordination, and the sequential thought process.

Felt Monster Directions and
print outs for body type,
eyes, mouth, accessories.

Compiled slides of videos of
how to do the stitches.

Materials Needed:
-felt
-needles
-embroidery floss
-buttons
-containers or ziploc bags to
hold it all

Felt Monster (image
example)

3-4 days

Sample Module Assessment:
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Felt Monster Directions
Felt Monster image example

Unit Plans: Nutrition
Unit Concept, Theme or Big Idea: Exploring food safety, food preparation, and healthy eating.

Enduring Understandings:
In this unit, with the help of the University of Idaho Extension program and Shelly Johnson, the students will understand how to properly handle
equipment and food safety. They will also understand how to implement healthy eating habits that they can easily incorporate in their daily
lives. Lastly, they will practice reading and preparing easy and nutritious recipes to enhance these healthy eating habits.

Essential Questions:
What is food safety and why is it important?
What are the proper techniques that need to be used when handling and preparing food?
What are the guidelines for healthy eating?
What is a foodborne illness?

Pre-Assessment: Students collaborate and identify healthy snacks. What are the signs and symptoms of a foodborne illness?

Priority Objectives:
SWBAT identify food safety and understand why it is important.
SWBAT practice reading and preparing healthy and easy recipes by
utilizing proper kitchen equipment and techniques.
SWBAT acknowledges the risks associated with foodborne
illnesses.

Unit Assessment / Performance Task:
University of Idaho Extension Workbook

Standards Tie-In:
Essential Standards: 9.0 Food Science, Dietetics, and Nutrition
9.2.1 Analyze factors that contribute to food borne illness.
9.2.5 Demonstrate practices and procedures that assure personal and workplace health and hygiene.
9.2.6 Demonstrate standard procedures for receiving and storage of raw and prepared foods.
9.3.6 Critique the selection of foods to promote a healthy lifestyle.
9.5.3 Prepare food for presentation and assessment.
9.5.4 Maintain a test kitchen / laboratory and related equipment and supplies.
9.5.5 Implement procedures that affect quality product performance.
9.6.2 Implement food preparation, production, and testing systems.
9.6.3 Apply standards for food quality.
9.6.9 Unitilize Food Code Points of time, temperature, date markings, cross contamination, hand washing, and personal hygiene as criteria for
safe food preparation.

14.0 Nutrition and Wellness
14.1.4 Analyze the effects of global and local events and conditions on food choices and practices.
14.1.5 Analyze legislation and regulations related to nutrition and wellness.
14.2.4 Analyze sources of food and nutrition information, including food labels, related to health and wellness.
14.3.3 Demonstrate ability to select, store, prepare, and serve nutritious and aesthetically pleasing foods.
14.4.1 Analyze conditions and practices that promote safe food handling.
14.4.5 Analyze food borne illness factors, including causes, foods at risk, and methods of prevention commercially and by individuals and
families.

Key Concepts: Students will learn how to prevent food borne illness and prevention. Students will learn to read a standard recipe to
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prepare healthy snacks. Students will learn “My Plate.”

Teacher Notes:
Implement Shelly Johnson (sjohnson@uidaho.edu ), curriculum through the University of Idaho Extension program.

Anchor Activity: Students will be given current articles on food borne illness and have them work in groups to determine what might
have caused the outbreak and prevention.

Link to District’s Portrait of a Graduate:
Creativity, Content Knowledge, Character, Critical thinking, Collaboration.

Time Suggestion:
For 50-55 minute class periods, this unit will take approximately 13-16 days.

Module 1:

Food Safety.

5-6 days

Key Module Information:
Through the University of Idaho Extension, a professor in Nutrition, Shelly Johnson is able to teach this unit and  will bring any supplies
needed for preparing recipes, activities, workbooks, and more. They follow the Drexel University curriculum which includes Middle School
lesson plans for these topics as well as access to the workbook and answer keys. All the materials for this unit are in this unit folder.

Alternative lessons and assignments that are included in the following modules are from the FCCLA Student Body Program and can be found
in this unit folder.

Portrait of a Graduate: Communication, Critical Thinking, Content Knowledge, Collaboration

Prerequisite skills, schema or background: Students should know how to effectively wash their hands before and after handling
food and equipment.

Alignment to future learning: Before students get started handling and cooking food, they must know the proper hand washing and
cleaning procedures to prevent foodborne illness.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT understands the importance of washing
the hands before and after handling food.
SWBAT identify ways to prevent foodborne
illnesses.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
Students will apply  the “Glitter Bug Potion” lotion and demonstrate proper
handwashing techniques by washing their hands and will be assessed under the black
light to analyze if the lotion was completely washed off. See lesson for details.

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT learns about proper safety and sanitation
in the kitchen.
SWBAT learns what causes foodborne illness and
how to prevent it.

Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Foodborne Illnesses
Food Safety
Pathogen
Outbreak
Nutrition

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within Materials/ Resources Formative & # days
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this module: Recommended Self-Assessment
s

Food Safety
● Day 1: Go through the PowerPoint up to the Hand

Washing activity. Have students rub their hands with the
“Glitter Bug Potion” lotion really well (back of hands,
wrists, fingernails, etc). Then have students wash their
hands as they normally would. Use the blacklight to show
how well they did. Have the students wash their hands
again using the proper handwashing technique. Show
them their hands under the blacklight once more to see
the difference.
Day 2: Continue the same slides to go over how to chill,
separate, and cook certain foods. Shelly Johnson will
provide meat thermometers and cutting boards to help
demonstrate how to check internal temperatures. Shelly
Johnson will also provide magnets that show where the
internal temperatures should be when cooking desired
proteins.

● Hand Washing activity.
● Topic will be visually represented through the slides and

lesson will be modeled.
● This lesson is student centered in a way that allows the

students to compare their own hand washing techniques
and gives them a chance to improve if needed.

● Students will draw on background knowledge of the basic
handwashing techniques.

● Shelly Johnosn will provide blacklights and the “Glitter
Bug Potion” lotion.

● Before students start handling food, it is important to
know the proper way to wash hands before handling any
food to help prevent foodborne illness.

Slides

Shelly Johnson will bring the
supplies for the
handwashing activity:
Glo lotion
Blacklight

Handouts:
Chill Handout
Chill Storage Times
Handout
Clean Handout
Cook Handout
Safe Internal Temperature
Handout

Handwashing Activity 2 days

From Grocery Store to Home
● Implement the slides to help demonstrate the activity.

Shelly Johnson will provide a variety of different recipe
cards that the students can choose from. The students
will then take a packet and create a shopping list to start.
Once they have their shopping list of all the ingredients
on the recipe card, they will continue the packet by
answering the questions for each ingredient.

● “From Grocery Store to Home” packet.
● If desired, students may type their answers rather than

hand write them. Students may choose the type of recipe.
The packet also has an outline of a grocery store to
visually help them answer the questions throughout the
packet.

● Students have some choice of the assignment based on
the recipe card they chose.

● Students will draw on background knowledge of the basic
organization of a grocery store. Students will synthesize
how the organization of a grocery store assists in the
safety of food.

● Slides and assignments can be uploaded to Schoology.
● Students will have practice being able to read a recipe

and create a grocery list off the desired recipe.

Slides

Packet activity

Chromebooks

From grocery store to
home packet.

1 day

Foodborne Illnesses
● Watch the video that goes over foodborne illnesses. After

watching the video, go through the “Jack in the Box''
article to represent an example of how a foodborne
illness is spread. Then introduce the “Food Poisoners”

Federal Food Safety
Agencies slides

Chromebooks

Food Poisoners activity 2-3 days
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activity which will allow for students to identify
pathogens. Go through the “Federal Food Safety”
powerpoint or have the students go through it at home.

● “Food Poisoners” activity.
● Students will get this information in a few ways: watching

the video, article examples, going through the slides, and
doing their own research on pathogens.

● This allows the students an opportunity to learn about
the Federal Food Safety guidelines. Therefore, allows
them to take the necessary precautions when buying and
preparing food.

● Students will ask questions on how a foodborne illness
can occur, spread, and be prevented.

● Students will need chromebooks to complete their
activity.

● Food is a huge part of our lives and it is important that it is
prepared, handled, and served properly. Otherwise, there
can be outbreaks, safety recalls, sicknesses, and possibly
death.

Foodborne illness video

Jack in the Box Case Article

Outbreak of a Foodborne
Illness video

Food Safety video

Sample Module Assessment:
Chill Handout
Chill Storage Times Handout
Clean Handout
Cook Handout
Safe Internal Temperature Handout
From grocery store to home packet activity
Food Poisoners activity

Module 2:

Practice handling and preparing nutritious food properly to promote healthy eating habits.

~8-10 days

Key Module Information:
Through the University of Idaho extension, a professor in Nutrition, Shelly Johnson is able to teach this unit and bring any supplies needed for
preparing recipes, activities, workbooks, and more. They follow the Drexel University curriculum which includes Middle School lesson plans for
these topics as well as access to the workbook and answer keys. All the materials for this unit are in this unit folder.

Alternative lessons and assignments that are included in the following modules are from the FCCLA Student Body Program and can be found in
this unit folder.

Portrait of a Graduate: Communication, Critical Thinking, Content Knowledge, Collaboration

Prerequisite skills, schema or background: Students will understand the proper techniques and importance of food safety and hand
washing.

Alignment to future learning: Students will be able to read a recipe and plan healthy meals. Students will learn why it is important to
follow food safety guidelines.

Priority Objective(s):
SWBAT demonstrate proper food handling and
safety.
SWBAT practice reading and preparing a recipe.
SWBAT practice using kitchen equipment.

Assessment or Evidence of Student Learning:
University of Idaho Extension Workbook (Drexel)
Students will demonstrate proper food handling and kitchen tools

Supporting Objective(s):
SWBAT learn the name and functions of basic
kitchen tools that they can prepare food with.
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Academic and Content Vocabulary:
Foodborne Illnesses
Food Safety
Pathogen
Outbreak
Food Labels
My Plate
Calcium
Sodium

Suggested sequence of learning experiences within
this module:

Materials/ Resources
Recommended

Formative &
Self-Assessments

# days

My Plate
● Implement the slides and then allow time for students to

work through the first couple pages of the workbook that
pertain to “My Plate.”

● “My Plate” section in the workbook.
● Students will get a visual representation of the concept

through the slides as well as written through the
workbook.

● Students will be able to visualize what food groups make
up a nutritious meal through “My Plate” activity.

● Students will develop sensory images through the
workbook by drawing “My Plate.”

● Slides will be implemented for technology and can be
uploaded to Schoology.

● Students will make the connection of what food groups
are incorporated when considering “My Plate.”

Slides

Drexel “My Plate” lesson
plan

Drexel Curriculum
Workbook

Alternative handout:
My plate handout

“My Plate” section in
workbook

1 day

Breakfast
● Watch the video to show some great easy, quick, and

healthy ideas for breakfast. Go through the slides and end
with the “Breakfast Game.” The students will put the
answers that are covered in the  “Breakfast Game” in their
workbooks. Shelly Johnson will bring in all the supplies
needed to allow students to prepare easy recipes in the
classroom. For this lesson, it is recommended that the
students practice preparing at least one breakfast recipe,
with Shelly, in the classroom: smoothies, breakfast
burritos, parfaits, etc.

● Breakfast section in workbooks and practice preparing a
breakfast recipe.

● Students will have text and video information, as well as,
have hands-on practice.

● This allows the opportunity for students to learn how to
prepare their own breakfasts at home.

● Students will infer their knowledge on the importance of
eating breakfast.

● Slides and videos will be implemented in this lesson.
● Although some people do not eat breakfast in the

morning, by following some of the quick easy recipes
provided, students could implement the recipes in their
daily lives.

Drexel Curriculum
Workbook

Drexel “Breakfast Game”
Answers (in workbook)

Drexel lesson plan

Slides

8 quick and healthy
breakfasts video

Alternative handout: “Never
Say No to Breakfast”
handout

“Breakfast” Section in
Workbook

2 days

Snacks
● For the first day, implement the slides and allow students

to work through their workbook while going through the
slides. For the second day, the students will put what they
learned into practice and try preparing a recipe with
Shelly. Collaborate with Shelly Johnson to confirm what
snack recipe would be best to prepare with the class.

● “Snacks” section in the workbook and allow students to

Slides

Drexel Curriculum
Workbook

Drexel Snack lesson plan

Alternative handout:

“Snacks” section in
workbook

2 days
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1VEU5NELrr1J61GYuHRRljU86y97iSc-_/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105443411704184297701&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFXqBkAToLk&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nM4ey-Xxv_4becZWJZedi_JK6jtLjmFn/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KRef1FM1jPKsDxlpXoVCH36gbtpQqXWt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P48GGWLnbwnMdpzHxvzA1DfX7mCwpt0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KRef1FM1jPKsDxlpXoVCH36gbtpQqXWt/view?usp=sharing


prepare an easy and healthy snack recipe.
● Students will get a visual, verbal, and written

representation on this topic through the slides,
presentation, and workbook.

● Students will be able to learn more about healthy snacks
and tips to create a recipe for the healthy snacks. This may
help them pick out healthy snacks throughout their day,
for a sport, events, or packing for their lunch, etc.

● Students will infer their knowledge on planning and
preparing for healthy snacks.

● Slides will be implemented in this lesson and can be
uploaded to Schoology.

● Healthy snacks provide us fuel to keep moving throughout
the day.

Snack Attack handout

Rethink Your Drink
● Watch the video (~27 minutes) that goes over the amount

of sugar in certain beverages. The video was created by
University of Idaho students in the Dietetics program.
Once the video is over, have the students work from their
workbook in the “Rethink Your Drink” section.

● “Rethink Your Drink” section in the workbook.
● Students will get a visual representation of this topic

through the video and written through the workbook.
● This lesson is student centered by relating what they drink

every day and the amount of sugar they are ingesting.
● Students will synthesize how the beverages they drink on

a daily basis are affecting their health.
● The video can be linked through Schoology.
● Drinking certain beverages over a long period of time can

affect one's long term health.

“Think Your Drink” video
(~27 minutes)

Drexel Curriculum
Workbook

Drexel Drinks lesson plan

Smoothie recipe

Alternative assignments:
Connecting with Caffeine

“Water you Waiting For”
handout

Additional assignment on
reading labels: “All About
the Label” handout

“Rethink Your Drink”
section in workbook

1 day

Fast Food Frenzy and Calcium
● Implement the slides created from the UI extension

program and work through the “Calcium” and “Physical
Activities” section in the workbook.
OR
Go through the individual Drexel lesson plans for both
topics.

● “Calcium” and “Physical Activities” sections in the
workbook.

● Students will get a visual and verbal representation on the
topic through the slides. They will also receive written
representation through the workbook.

● Students will understand that fast food should not be
implemented every day.

● Students will draw on background knowledge on how
advertisements may influence our decisions as well as
what we know about fast food.

● The slides may be uploaded to Schoology.
● We are influenced by advertisements in Fast Food every

day, thus making a conscious decision on what we eat will
be beneficial long term.

Slides

Drexel Curriculum
Workbook

Drexel Fast Food lesson
plan

Drexel Calcium lesson plan

Alternative lesson - “Don’t
Believe the Hype” Lesson
Plan with worksheets
included

Alternative lesson - Eating
Right while Eating Out
handout

“Calcium” and “Physical
activities” section  in
workbook

1-2 days

Physical Activities and Salt
● Implement the slides created by the University of Idaho

Extension program and “Cut the Salt” section in the
workbook.
OR
Go through the individual Drexel lesson plans for both
topics.

Slides

Drexel Curriculum
Workbook

Drexel Sodium lesson plan

“Cut the Salt” section in
workbook

1-2 days
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UdUr8RGCpUvhIe2_nrpMHejZL7r8XRWA/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fQ-elX-CQU
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KRef1FM1jPKsDxlpXoVCH36gbtpQqXWt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P48GGWLnbwnMdpzHxvzA1DfX7mCwpt0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I6Ak--eJzGFQWvDwhsslU2rw08aABx1N/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFGAR-gflwpAyX-JvDHwD-BvmyyXTejv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d42j-BtwDaPCcBZl-ySw5LQhzmSPlxsL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m_UtJCV0p2xf3wsZaawRBTA54EvUdis5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_nvFQF9vML-DWFuA1dbvGekRKZZsImPg/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1e9T3ex14rscwPEg7LCnAOw9zcEoWl0bR/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105443411704184297701&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KRef1FM1jPKsDxlpXoVCH36gbtpQqXWt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LV4yOhjrH19-PavztMxtstBiCaFAEm-Q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LV4yOhjrH19-PavztMxtstBiCaFAEm-Q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10sbMFUJvL6n-CjseY5SvCDuX_2sCRByh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j2gCpm2xicMToRbY0Lsd4KDlLr-dCKrQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j2gCpm2xicMToRbY0Lsd4KDlLr-dCKrQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18JpFX6cTeZdV5_lEfo2ciyTS0pMyLXfZ/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1tcrrdSOCzsgZ9YN7SW7R-fLTIt8WjJ9B/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105443411704184297701&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KRef1FM1jPKsDxlpXoVCH36gbtpQqXWt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zZRWQm6jwLy8tpKUmCM-hxmAsH3Nh02O/view?usp=sharing


● “Cut the Salt” section in the workbook.
● Students will get a visual and verbal representation on the

topic through the slides. They will also receive written
representation through the workbook.

● Students will understand how physical activities and salt
are interconnected.

● Students will draw on background knowledge on what
foods contain a high or low amount of salt.

● The slides can be uploaded to Schoology.
● Salt is a necessary mineral that we need to survive, but

too much or too little can be detrimental. When we are
physically active we release salt; thus, knowing when we
need it will be beneficial to know long term.

Drexel Physical Activity
lesson plan

Sample Module Assessment:
Drexel Curriculum Workbook
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Appendices
Add as many of these as might be helpful. Some of these might not be developed until year 2
revisions of the curriculum.

Appendix A (Specific to this Course)
Sample Model Lessons

Menu of Strategies

Professional Resources / Aids

Include which standard(s) document(s) was (were) used or referenced in the creation of this
document. Include the year of the document. (Consider citing the source in APA style).

Samples of Student Work / Exemplars

Assessment Instruments / Rubrics (Must be included)

Appendix B (District Appendices Applicable to All Courses)
Portrait of a Graduate

District Instructional Model

Assessment Framework

Glossary
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GLOSSARY

Anchor Activity: A lesson or activity that stretches across a unit of instruction. The purpose of
this lesson is to help ground students in the course of study and could also be used to launch
inquiry, to track growth or learning over time, and to excite student curiosity and wonder.
Examples could be hatching chicks in a unit about life cycles or a concept map created in
response to an essential question.

Assessment: Measures of student performance against specific goals and criteria.
Formative: Ongoing assessment used to monitor performance, provide feedback to
teachers and students, and allow for adjustments to improve learning (McTighe &
Willis, 2019, pg. 162).
Performance Tasks or Authentic Assessments: An assessment that requires students
to apply their learning and develop a product or performance (McTighe & Willis, 2019,
pg. 167).
Summative Assessments: An assessment that evaluates the degree to which students
have achieved the targeted learning goals (McTighe & Willis, 2019, pg. 170).

Big Idea: A transferable idea--concept, principle, theme, or process--that should serve as the
focal point of curricula (McTighe & Willis, 2019, pg. 158).

Cognitive Depth: The level of rigor or complexity of thinking required to master an objective.
The Coeur d’Alene School District relies on the work of Dr. Norman Webb and Webb’s Depth
of Knowledge to determine cognitive depth. When appropriate, cognitive depth might also be
described using Karin Hess’s matrix, which combines the Depth of Knowledge with Bloom’s
Taxonomy.

Content Alignment: The match between the curriculum content and the assessment content
(English, 2001, pg. 104).

Context Alignment: The match between the format of the instructional materials and the
format of the assessment (English, 2001, pg. 104).

Essential Question: “A question that lies at the heart of a subject or curriculum (as opposed to
being either trivial or leading), and promotes inquiry and uncoverage of a subject.” They should
be open-ended and could be overarching or unit-specific. (Wiggins 2005). Additionally,
essential questions should be thought provoking and intellectually engaging, often sparking
discussion and debate. Essential questions should call for higher-order thinking, such as
analysis, inference, evaluation, or prediction, and cannot be effectively answered by recall
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alone. Effective essential questions spark additional inquiry, require support and justification,
and can be revisited over time.

Enduring Understanding: “The specific inferences, based on big ideas, that have lasting value
beyond the classroom...designers are encouraged to write them as full-sentence statements.”
They answer, “What do we want students to understand and be able to use several years from
now?” (Wiggins 2005).

Key Concept/ Big Idea: “The core concepts, principles, theories, and processes that should
serve as the focal point of curricula, instruction, and assessment.” They should be important,
enduring, transferable beyond the scope of a unit, and serve as the building material of
understanding. They go beyond discrete facts or skills and offer linchpin ideas. They hold
discrete or fragmented knowledge together. (Wiggins 2005).

Module: The major “chunks” or conceptual pieces of learning within a unit. Modules are
typically 5-10 days in length and suggest the types of learning experiences within the unit.

PEAK: described by Ted Dintersmith in What Schools Could Be. PEAK principles address
designing for student empowerment through the thoughtful considerations of purpose,
essentials, agency and knowledge. “Purpose--students attack challenges they know to be
important, that make their world better. Essentials--students acquire the skill sets and
mind-sets needed in an increasingly innovative world. Agency--students own their learning,
becoming self-directed, intrinsically motivated adults. Knowledge--What students learn is
deep and retained, enabling them to create, to make, and to teach others” (Dintersmith, 2018,
p. xvi).

Portrait of a Graduate: Students who graduate from high school with a balance of knowledge,
skills and dispositions are more likely to be successful in their future endeavors, whether those
involve college, the workforce, military service, family, volunteer work or community
involvement. The Coeur d’Alene Public School Portrait of a Graduate represents what this
community wants its high school graduates to be equipped with as they prepare to take the
next steps in life. Six components have been identified in Coeur d’Alene Public School’s Portrait
of a Graduate: communication, collaboration, creativity, critical thinking, content knowledge,
and character. Curriculum should be developed to intentionally embed and identify where the
course supports the development of these traits.

Prerequisite Course: Course or courses that are required to be completed by the student
before the student is allowed to take the current course.

Prerequisite Skills: The skills, schema, and/or background knowledge students need before
they can be successful in learning new skills or content. Identifying prerequisite skills, schema
or background helps the teacher provide remediation and differentiation. This also helps
teachers identify the overall continuum of learning and spiraling of content.
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Priority Objective: Based on the work of Curriculum Management Solutions, Inc., objectives
combine a cluster of standards that provide focus for the unit. Objectives are the backbone of
the curriculum and must translate the standard language into specific and measurable
descriptions of what concepts, skills, knowledge, vocabulary, etc. students must master and
what mastery looks like. Objectives should specify content, context, and cognitive depth.

Scope: The entirety of the content, concepts, and skills within the curriculum. The scope
clarifies both what is in the curriculum and what is not in the curriculum.

Sequence: The intentional order or progression of the content, concepts, and skills.

Standards: Benchmarks that identify the level of skill or depth of content knowledge that
comprise learning expectations for a particular course, discipline, or grade level. The Coeur
d’Alene School District curriculum is informed by local, state, and national standards, and
whenever possible, courses must align to Idaho Content Standards.

By law, the Coeur d’Alene School District curriculum uses all of the Idaho Content Standards
for a course within its curriculum. To make these standards clearer and more usable for
teachers and administrators, however, the curriculum divides standards into essential
standards and supporting standards. Essential standards are rewritten into priority
objectives.

● Essential Standards: Those standards that are essential to the learning in the
course. They can be identified using the following three criteria: leverage (do
these standards support learning in other courses?), endurance (will these
standards be important in continued learning?), and rigor (do these standards
require deep learning and thinking?).

● Supporting Standards: Those standards that support larger learning, but are
missing one or more of the three criteria (leverage, endurance, and rigor) used to
identify essential standards.

Unit: “A coherent chunk of work in courses or strands” (Wiggins 2005). Units should be
feasible (have a reasonable number of objectives), provide accountability by describing what is
assessed and how it is assessed, and offer clarity and support. Units should have themes or
organizing concepts (a big idea with essential questions), and identify concepts that unify
thinking and connect to other disciplines and prior knowledge.

Vocabulary
Academic and domain-specific words are the words that experts use in their fields to make
communication precise and powerful. These academic terms are far less likely to be
encountered by students through wide reading and thus need to be taught through direct
vocabulary instruction. (Silver, 2012, pg. 66).
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Academic: General academic words, sometimes called Tier 2 words, are words that are
commonly used in academic or professional writing but rarely used in speech or
informal settings.
Content: Domain-specific words, sometimes called Tier 3 words, are specific to a
discipline or field of study.
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